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Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin are the main writers on GT.

cost accounting

budgeting
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GT is explained in the methodology chapter.
Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin are the main writers on GT.
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Interested actors are discussed in the next section.
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These barriers are structural, environmental and behavioural. Structural barrier means the problems that
face the system to work effectively such as unavailability of information to do the costing. Environmental
barriers are the environmental obstacles that might challenge the system such as the lack of a computer
system.
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There are many civilizations that have existed in the Arabian Peninsula such as Ād civilization which
was in the southern part of the Arabian Peninsula in a city called Ubar and Iram. In addition, Thamud
civilization to whom God’s Arabian prophet was sent to the Arabians was in the Arabian Peninsula.
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A term for the world’s continents which are Asia, Africa and Europe, before the discovery of the
other continents.
8
Sharia is the teaching of Islam.

Majlis As-Shoura
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Sunnah is the sayings and deeds of the prophet Mohammed (PBUH).
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1 Sterling Pound equals to 6 Saudi Riyals (2013).
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Rajab is the seventh month of the Hijri calendar.
Jamad-Alakher is the sixth month of the Hijiri calendar.

Education
status

Illiterate

Year

1974

1992

1999

2001

2004

2007

Total

66.20% 28.40% 20.30% 19.90% 14.60% 13.70%

Male

52.30% 16.90% 11.70% 11.10%

8.10%

7.30%

Female 81.20% 40.20% 28.90% 28.50% 21.20% 20.20%

Read and write

Secondary and
below

Higher
education

Total

23.30% 18.30% 16.30% 14.60% 14.20%

Male

25.15% 18.40% 16.60% 13.90% 13.70%

Female

20.50% 18.30% 15.90% 15.43% 14.80%

Total

43.15% 25.60% 54.90% 57.70% 58.30%

Male

51.10% 59.50% 62.20% 63.90% 64.12%

Female

34.90% 45.70% 47.90% 51.50% 52.30%

Total

5.00%

8.80%

8.70%

Male

6.70%

10.50% 10.00% 13.90% 14.70%

Female

3.20%

7.20%

7.50%

12.80% 13.70%

11.70% 12.59%
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SOCPA is the organisation responsible for awarding Saudi public accountants, and for setting Saudi
Arabia’s accounting standards.
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Its name used to be the Ministry of Finance and National Economy when the council rule was
published.
15
Its name used to be General Association of Civil Service when the council rule was published..








public
institutions
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This type of government unit is given different statutory entity, because it has a unique economic
nature or it is subject to extra regulations, because of its circumstances and financial situation (Alsharif
and Alimam, 2002).
17
Universities in Saudi Arabia are public institutions - not normal government units. This gives the
universities some privileges from other government units such as consuming some of their revenues,
while other government units must deposit their revenues to the government (Alsharif and Alimam, 2002;
Alhoaiml and Alhussain, 2005; Alsultan, 2003).

Since the establishment of the current state of Saudi Arabia, the governments
have focused on developing the government accounting system. The first
accounting system and rules in the country were introduced in 1939; these
were changed by the current rules in 1956 as the country’s financial situation
became complex and significant (Alhoaiml and Alhussain, 2005). The 1956
rules have been slightly updated, and the updates do not meet the current

expectations of government accounting18 (Alsultan, 2003).
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The expectation of government accounting and an evaluation of the government accounting is
discussed later in this thesis.

general

pecific

The binders:

The monthly report
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Acts (laws) are significantly different from regulations (codes) in Saudi law (Almarzogi, 2004). Acts
(laws) are issued by the legislative authority in the country, and they have lower status than the country’s
fundamental Acts (laws) in statutory terms. However, regulations (codes) are usually issued by the
executive authority, and hold a lower status than Acts (laws) in term of power. For example, if the
accounting regulations (codes) contradict with the Civil Service Act (law), the latter will be taken just
because it is an Act (law), while the accounting rule is only regulations (codes). In addition, it is easier to
change and amend accounting regulations (codes) than an Act (law), because the ability to change them is
given to the executive authority such as the MoF and monitoring bodies. The monitoring bodies such as
courts and GAB have the ability to refuse or change such regulations (codes), while Acts (laws) which are
approved by the country legislative authorities and issued by a Royal Decree are obligatory to judicial and
executive authorities. Therefore, regulations (codes) do not seem to be stable and powerful like Acts
(laws). In conclusion, the statutory nature of the government accounting has a significant meaning to
those studying law. Finally, I have to clarify that I have not stated all the differences between Act (law)
and regulation (code) as it is beyond the scope of this research.
20
The chapters are the four chapters of the government format of budget. The government budget is
divided to four chapters which are explained below in the budget section.

Balancing statement

The final account
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Transfers here means the money transferred from one account to another.
Independent in terms of the fact that it has its own budget - not included in other government unit
budget.
22

new
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70% of the public universities in Saudi Arabia are 10 years old or less (MoHE, 2014).
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The Discovery of Grounded Theory,

24

Glasserian is a term for Glaser’s approach to GT research, while Straussian belongs to Strauss and
Corbin’s approach to conducting a GT study.

inductively

Basics of qualitative research: GT
procedures and techniques

25

There are differences between Glaser’s (Glasserian) and Strauss’ (Straussian) approaches to a GT study regarding
research questions. Straussians believe that a researcher would have initial and broad research questions which will
be reformed and concentrated during data collection and analysis, while the Glasserian approach holds that the
researcher should conduct the data collection with no specific, or with broader, research questions.
26 Coding is defined as “the operations by which data are broken down, conceptualized and put back together in new
ways. It is the central process by which theories are built from data” (Strauss and Corbin, 1990, p. 57).
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Steps of theoretical sampling and sensitivity have been described in section 4.3.4.1.1.
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They are confidential because mainly they have information of the allocated funds for each project, and
if they become publicly accessible, suppliers will know the University’s estimates and apply prices based
on the allocation, and not based on the cheapest price that they can provide.

et al.
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“The job of this department [Finance Department] is the same as any
finance department in any government unit. We receive the University
budget, and spend it based on the rules and approved programmes and
projects from the Ministry of Finance.” UFM2

“The spending of the University budget and the record of the University
financial transactions and the production of financial reports … is based
on the financial regulations (codes) and directives that are produced by
the regulatory body which is the MoF.” UFM2

“We here [Finance Department] produce information and official reports
that are required by external monitors … The reports are the monthly
statement and the final account … and any reports required by the
University’s management.” UFM2

“The MoF says ‘thank you, we do not want lots of information, but we
want what we require only in our format’ … This means that the MoF
enables all government units to apply whatever accounting system they
wish to apply, but the MoF only wants the information that it requires …
it gives us flexibility … it is an injustice to say that the MoF prevents any
government units from applying anything other than the government
accounting system.” UFM2

“Applying two accounting systems … The work will be duplicated which
will generate delays and stress on employees who would feel aversion to
the work … you know we only have a few tools that we can use to
attract and motivate employees.” UFM2

“The distinctive feature of our latest computer system is that it enables
us to filter and categorise the data. Furthermore, we could now have the
info transferred to Microsoft Word and Excel and as a Pdf. Therefore, as
we could take the data to Excel, we could select a particular cell and
leave the others in order to analyse the data… with these abilities with
MADAR we could choose the cost driver and have accurate costs.” UFM2

“At the time when we ordered and designed MADAR, we only looked at
information and reports that will be required by external bodies such as
the MoF reports and statements … the designer is willing to make
MADAR produce any information … but this would come at a cost.”
UFM2
“MADAR is not an accounting system … it is an administrative system.
MADAR only takes the numbers and prints them out as they are without
analysing them … we tried to add depreciation on MADAR, but we could
not, because depreciation needs a sub-contract …. MADAR is the same
as what we used to do manually!” UDH3

“The costs of University’s assets are SAR 13 billion.” UDM2
“We asked the MoF to have and run depreciation … but they said that
deprecation is for commercial companies … and it needs complicated
computer programs … I think it is okay to be implemented at the
University, as we have lots of assets that must be depreciated.” UDH3
“I [the government] do not have profit to have depreciation and other
accounting techniques.” GAM1

“The MoF asks only for what is approved, and spent, and the closing
balance.” UFM2
“The accounting system at government units is only revenues and
expenditures.” UFL2
“The government accounting system has not designed to differentiate
[differentiate between capital and revenue expenditures], because we do
not have profit or loss as we are a unit that provides services without
return.” UFM2

“We want to improve our accounting system at the University … to have
information quickly and easily, and to not overlap accounts …. [and] I
will not say to stop faults, but I will say to reduce faults.” UFH1

“I do not have an accounting unit here [college]. There is not even an
accountant.” UA6
“We work only on academic issues.” UA5
“We have neither an accounting nor a financial department.” UA3

“There is no accounting or financial department at the college, but there
is accounting work.” UA4

“I bring the documents and receipts, and I calculate them myself.” UA6
“There is accounting work which is recording the University’s assets.”
UDM3

“We [college] have no right to add to the hierarchy of the college, and
the University’s management also cannot do this.” UA4

“The department is called the General Department of Planning and
Budgeting, but we do not have planning. Planning is now in another
department, but the name of the department remained the same as the
University cannot change it.” UBH1

“There is no internal auditing. Transactions go to the department’s
[Finance] manager, and he reviews them. However, the final audit is
carried out by GAB.” UFL1
“.. Sometimes transactions with faults flow at the system and at the
department [Finance Department], although they have been audited by
a number of auditors … they go, and no one catches them… Sometimes
they catch them at the time of spending cheques, although they have
passed all these auditors!” UFH1

“… We do the job of the financial monitor who comes from the MoF to
some government units, and we do not do the job of the internal
auditor.” UFH1

“A Decree has been issued by the Ministers’ Council to all general
institutions such as the University to set up an internal auditing
department …” GAM1
“A large part of the internal auditor’s duties is a performance audit. He
should look to how work is done, and what obstacles there are to the
flow of work. The internal auditor would study the financial and
administrative problems that impede the work, and try to ease and
develop them. In contrast to the financial monitor, he does not audit
documents significantly unless he suspects a fault.” UMH3

“We have an internal auditing system at the University, but it has not
taken on all its duties yet, because of the shortage of professionals
available … because of the absence of incentives at the University …
such a qualified person would choose to go to the private sector which
would offer him a better financial offer.” UFH2
“The University is looking for specific and highly skilled professionals to
fill this job [internal auditor] … but, you know, the demand for such

persons is very high. So, he most probably goes to commercial
companies rather than coming to us … we offer him grade 12, and you
know what the financial return of grade 12 is!” UMH3
“There should be an internal auditor at the University, [there] is not any
there!?” GAM1

“There is no internal auditing. Transactions go to the Department’s
[Finance] manager, and he reviews them. However, the final audit is
carried out by GAB.” UFL1
“We [GAB] do financial and performance auditing … by taking samples
… We monitor purchases and projects’ specifications and descriptions,
building and work, the quality of the work, and the applying of the
specifications and contracts of transactions.” GAM1

“We at the performance auditing do not look for faults! We aim to
develop and improve the work of the University!” GAH1
“… sometimes you see five companies apply for a project. These
companies have different owner names, but they belong to one person
[they apply in different names, because there is a minimum number of
applicants to every project otherwise the projects must be relisted on
the market]. We know these companies belong to one person, but we
cannot do anything because it is documentary, okay?!” GAM1
“One of the major obstacles in our work which prevents us most of the
time from doing our work is monitors’ bodies’ notices which are based
on very old rules that cannot cope with todays needs.” UFH2

“.. they monitor a residual printer by a very bureaucratic procedures,
and forget about the millions that has not been thought about.” UDM2

“The government accounting system has not designed to differentiate
[differentiate between capital and revenue expenditures], because we do
not have profit or loss as we are a unit that provides services without
return.” UFM2
“The government accounting system that is in Saudi Arabia is certified
globally … there is no change or development to the system … because
there is nothing to be added. It is not like banking accounting, petrol
accounting or cost accounting.” UFM2
“We [the University] are perfect now … there are only small bits that
need updating.” UFM1
“We [the University] do not need accounting like that in the companies,
because they aim to make profit, whereas we have a different scenario.
The government accounting is revenues minus expenditures; therefore,
the output is different.” UFM1
“The government accounting is very good, and there are no problems …
I [the government] do not have profit to have depreciation and other
accounting techniques … I [the government] am like a father spending
on his son who is not supposed to pay back.” GAM1

“Article 38: the university [public universities] has accounting system
that is applicable with financial directives of the budget and accounts.
The system must enable the internal monitoring, and produce reports
for the management and related agencies.” HEC-6/2-11/6/1416AH-p124
“Even if I have the management and the budget, I have to follow the
regulations (codes) … we are regulated by high-level government
regulations (codes), and we are part of this government.” UA4
“The job of this department [Finance Department] is the same as any
finance department in any government unit. We receive the University
budget, and spend it based on the rules and approved programmes and
projects from the Ministry of Finance.” UFM2

“The government accounting system is very old, and cannot cope with
the improvements in this era. The University’s needs today and the
financial management needs required to lead the University have
changed from the time the government accounting system was first
produced. For example, the University has large ambitions, but the
government rules which are very old challenge them about having
flexibility and authorisation to use them freely as they like.” UFH2
“The government accounting system seriously needs updating. It cannot
cope with current needs … For example, after we applied the electronic
collection of revenues, we could now know immediately how much each
government unit collects today… in addition, the revenue has increased,

and we get rid of the delays of collectors to deposit revenues to the
MoF’s bank accounts.” MAH2

“The Saudi government accounting is not an act (law) that has been
described by regulations (codes). It is only the MoF’s directives that are
weak, and it is able to be ignored … one of the main defects of these
directives is that it has been issued to be temporary. So, it is not
complete and much accounting information is missed.” MAH1
“We do not have an accounting act (law), but we have directives … if you
read these directives, you will definitely find defects in them … but there
will be an accounting act (law) soon issued by GAB.” MAM1
“There is no accounting act (law), but there are directives … the needs
led to the demand for an accounting act (law).” GAH1
“An act (law) cannot be overcome by the MoF, but regulations (codes)
enable the MoF to overcome them because the MoF has issued them…
For example, the MoF can say ‘do not spend incentives in A account’,
and then it might say ‘now you can spend’, and I will spend, because
this a regulation (code). However, if it is an act (law), I will not spend
because this is a law, like the Quran that cannot be touched… because
the extent of accounting in Saudi Arabia, and to make the work flow and

have flexibility, government accounting has been issued as regulations
(codes).” UFH2

“The need for an accounting act (law) had been mentioned in GAB’s
annual report. Therefore, this recommendation had been adopted by
Majlis Alshoura, and the Majesty position has agreed on it.” GAH1

“There are no calculations for depreciation. We do not even have a
depreciation system.” UDM3
“We asked the MoF to have and run depreciation … but they said that
deprecation is for commercial companies … and it needs complicated
computer programs…” UDH3

“… for example, you could not sell a machine that has been bought for
SAR 20.000, if it is not sold for SAR 20.000; otherwise it will stay at the
University’s book!” UDH3

“We now insure some assets at their purchase value, although the cost
of insurance is higher than the value of these assets.” UDH3

“… and some assets are being insured, but they no longer exist as the
University disposed of them, but they are still recorded in the
University’s books … For example, Charles [Air Conditioning machine] is
still recorded in the University books and is insured, but it does not exist
anymore, and it was replaced many years ago!” UDH3

equipment

“The accounting system at government units is only revenues and
expenditures.” UFL2
“The government accounting system has not designed to differentiate
[differentiate between capital and revenue expenditures], because we do
not have profit or loss as we are a unit that provide services without
return.” UFM2
“The Saudi government accounting system does not look to the type of
expenditures - whether it is capital or revenue expenditures -

simply, it

sums all expenditures to deduct them from all revenues in total.” GAH1

“We want to improve our accounting system at the University … to have
information quickly and easily, and to not overlap accounts …. [and] I
will not say to stop faults, but I will say to reduce faults.” UFH1
“The government accounting system does not help to analyse the
financial data and produce all information needed.” UFH2
“There are defects in the report. As an accountant, the government
accounting system does not give decision maker clear picture against
which to take decisions. It does not give the true and clear picture…. I
personally know some government units that have two accounting
systems, one to produce official reports for the government, and the
other for decision makers.” UFM2
“...sometimes the kind of reports and information that are required [by
the University] are not applicable to be produced based on our
accounting and computer system… the University has improved hugely
and it focuses nowadays on quality, but our accounting system and

computer system is mainly applicable for official government reports.
Therefore, we cannot meet the requirements of decision makers on most
occasions.” UFM2
“The government accounting system is very old, and cannot cope with
the improvements in this era.” UFH2
“The information provided by the Finance Department is clear, but it is
not detailed.” UBL2
“We here [Finance Department] produce information and official reports
that are required by external monitors … The reports are the monthly
statement and the final account … and any reports required by the
University’s management.” UFM2

“Applying two accounting systems … The work will be duplicated which
will generate delays and stress on employees who would feel aversion to
the work … you know we only have a few tools that we can use to
attract and motivate employees.” UFM2
“GAB says ‘do not be afraid of us, because we [GAB] treat you
differently’, but we [the University] are frightened of them … I see their
[GAB] notices which say ‘you [the University] made a mistake as the
military did in 1396 AH (1976) …’ You must not treat me as the
military. The University has developed and has many projects such as
joining a union with other universities … my [the University] employees
are the foundation of the University improvement, and if I [the
University] do not attract them with attractive financial offers and
incentives, they will not join the University… GAB sends a notice saying,
for instance, that the act (law) that has been issued in 1390 AH (1970)

prohibited government units from honouring their employees! So, who
will honour them then!? If an employee wins a Nobel Prize, I should not
honour him/her!? The government accounting and budget accounts are
old and do not cope with current-day needs, and the rules as well… They
[GAB and other government bodies] say ‘give them [transport] tickets or
overtime!’ Are you [GAB and other government bodies] teaching us to
cheat and corrupt!?...” UFH2

“We want to improve our accounting system at the University … to have
information quickly and easily, and to not overlap accounts …. [and] I
will not say to stop faults, but I will say to reduce faults.” UFH1
“A defect of the government accounting is that it is bureaucratic and
has long procedures.” UA6
“There are long procedures in Saudi rules, especially, in the government
accounting system … and to do a job, the system asks you for many
demands such as many supporting documents.” UMH3

“There should be a manual telling you how to do things. For example,
Jordan has manuals for everything. If you want to buy something, there
is a manual that tell you what to do step by step.” MAH2
“Sometimes GAB sends me a notice saying that you [the University] have
made a mistake. I say ‘no, it is not wrong’, and he [GAB] says ‘no, the
meaning

of the

Majesty

Position order

is

different

than your

description!’ So, we [the University] have to ask the MoF or the Majesty

Position to give us permission or explanation… the weakness of the
government work comes from the lack of a book that tells us how to
work. The work at the government is based on measurement.” UFH2

“We suffer from the fact [rules and government accounting] that
whatever is applied to the military units, for instance, is applied to us,
although if anyone says we differ between government units, I know
that universities have different mission and aims such as scientific
research, and consequently I have flexibility with them. However, they
[external regulatory bodies such as MoF and GAB] apply the same rules
and regulations to all government units … The application of the same
rules and government accounting system challenges the University in its
attempts to be distinctive.” UFH2

“There is no internal auditing. Transactions go to the Department’s
[Finance] manager, and he reviews them. However, the final audit is at
GAB.” UFL1

“The University does not have an internal auditor, but it has the
financial monitor, and this is a kind of internal monitoring and
auditing.” UFM2
“.. Sometimes transactions with faults flow at the system and at the
department [Finance Department], although they have been audited by
a number of auditors … they go, and no one catches them… Sometimes
they catch them at the time of spending cheques, although they have
passed all these auditors!” UFH1

“… We do the job of the financial monitor who comes from the MoF to
some government units, and we do not do the job of the internal
auditor.” UFH1

“A Decree has been issued by the Ministers’ Council to all general
institutions such as the University to set up an internal auditing
department …” GAM1
“A large part of the internal auditor’s duties is a performance audit. He
should look to how work is done, and what obstacles there are to the
flow of work. The internal auditor would study the financial and
administrative problems that impede the work, and try to ease and
develop them. In contrast to the financial monitor, he does not audit
documents significantly unless he suspects a fault.” UMH3

“We have an internal auditing system at the University, but it has not
taken on all its duties yet, because of the shortage of professionals
available … because of the absence of incentives at the University …
such a qualified person would choose to go to the private sector which
would offer him a better financial offer.” UFH2
“The University is looking for specific and highly skilled professionals to
fill this job [internal auditor] … but, you know, the demand for such
persons is very high. So, he most probably goes to commercial
companies rather than coming to us … we offer him grade 12, and you
know what the financial return of grade 12 is!” UMH3
“There should be an internal auditor at the University, is not any there!?”
GAM1

“There is no internal auditing. Transactions go to the Department’s
[Finance] manager, and he reviews them. However, the final audit is
carried out by GAB.” UFL1

“We [GAB] do financial and performance auditing … by taking samples
… We monitor purchases and projects’ specifications and descriptions,
building and work, the quality of the work, and the applying of the
specifications and contracts of transactions.” GAM1

“We at the performance auditing do not look for faults! We aim to
develop and improve the work of the University!” GAH1

“… sometimes you see five companies apply for a project. These
companies have different owner names, but they belong to one person
[they apply in different names, because there is a minimum number of
applicants to every project otherwise the projects must be relisted on
the market]. We know these companies belong to one person, but we
cannot do anything because it is documentary, okay?!” GAM1
“One of the major obstacles in our work which prevents us most of the
time from doing our work is monitors’ bodies’ notices which are based
on very old rules that cannot cope with today’s needs.” UFH2
“.. they monitor a residual printer by very bureaucratic procedures, and
forget about the millions that has not been thought about.” UDM2

“Please note that the Finance Department is centralised here [the
University]. The Finance Department serves all units [the University
units].” UFM2
“I do not have an accounting unit here [college]. There is not even an
accountant.” UA6
“We work only on academic issues.” UA5
“We have neither an accounting nor a financial department.” UA3

“All the information that we want is available. The Finance Department
sent us the

approved projects in the budget …” UDL1

“No financial information is omitted. All information that we want from
the Finance Department is provided.” UDH1

“There might be some statistical information such as how much was
spent in this account and how much is left, maybe, but an analysis is
not there. Here [at the University] we produce only two things - the
monthly statement and final account …” UFH1
“Some information is only partly available, because it is not fully
analysed. In other words, it does not exist!” UA9
“The

government

accounting

is

unable

to

produce

accounting

information such as student cost and colleges’ portion in the budget …”
UMH2
“Yes, some information is missed, because some information cannot be
analysed or produced using the government accounting system … We
sometimes produce some information, and analyse it outside the
government accounting system.” UFH2

“The budget is made up of sweet dreams. They [the University] go to the
MoF saying ‘we want money, because of this and that’, without a solid
ground for their orders. The MoF will ask, ‘based on what do you order
these?’ However, if it [the University’s budget] has shown real and
accurate factors, numbers and statistics, no one at the MoF can refuse
or reject this budget …. But with the absence of this information, the
case now involves negotiations and persuasive skills. Therefore, if you
verbally persuade the one on front of you, you will get what you want;
otherwise you will get nothing even if you are right.” UDH4

“We [college] do not know about students’ costs and such things.” UA9
“Mr. Mohammad XXX has calculated the cost to every college … we [the
University] calculated the costs in a ‘reverse engineering’ approach.
Why? Because we [the University] do not have the correct accounting
system.” UMH2
“The government accounting system allocates costs only to the
University cost driver, and not to the colleges … Therefore, the work has
been moved to us [the Budget Department] to calculate the costs for
every college.” UBH1

“It [cost information] should be produced from the system [MADAR] …
but we are working now to produce it [cost information] in the future,
and we are looking for accurate cost drivers.” UFH2

“Every year we increase the number of accounts and develop our system
[MADAR], and we work to solve its problems … sometimes we [Finance
Department] are asked to produce some information, but we apologise
for not being able to produce such information, because MADAR is
unable to do so. However, we are working in our system [MADAR] to
make such orders are available next time we are asked for them.” UFM2
“Our problem is with the user [users of MADAR at the Finance
Department]. We cannot manage this user. We have quantity but not
quality. The way employees are employed at the University does not
differentiate between candidates, and the University cannot change this,
because it is enforced by the government in the Civil Service Act (Law).
The government rules do not treat creative and well-working employees
any differently to those who are less productive than them… Some
employees do not have the willingness to even search for the cost driver.
He [the employee] opens and sees a file of transaction that belongs to
the Education College. He would not search for the Education College’s
cost centre, if he cannot remember it, but he will allocate it to the
University’s cost driver! … … you know we only have a few tools that we
can use to attract and motivate employees” UFM2

“We [college] do not receive any accounting information at all.” UA6
“Sometimes we [college] receive accounting information which is within,
for instance, the strategic plan or latest statistics, but they are not
periodic.” UA4
“The information provided by the Finance Department is clear, but it is
not detailed.” UBL2
“Yes, the rules are on our side [the rules allow departments to acquire
needed information], but they say verbally no! They say there is
‘reticence to this information’! We order meetings with the University’s
deputy and the rector to discuss such issues, but we enter in a
bureaucratic whirlpool and officials’ philosophy.” UDM4

“The

college

unofficially

sometimes

produce

some

accounting

information, but nothing comes from them.” UA9
“The flow of information in the University’s units is absent … We [the
department] miss a great deal of information from the Finance
Department.” UPM2

“Cost information is not used for decision making.” UA4
“Accounting information is not used for decision making … We
[academic department] deal only with academic work.” UA5
“We [college] have no contact with accounting. We do not know about
students’ costs and such things.” UA9
“I do not think that the Finance Department takes the cost of students in
the college into consideration for decision making.” UA7

“MADAR has eased accounting information analysis and speeded up the
time taken to receive the information … but not all information is
available in MADAR … because MADAR is new and in the process of
development.” UMH3
“Some decisions [in the University] are based on some visions [of
officials] that suffer from a lack of realistic analysis, statistics and
measurement … an official comes and sets up certain plans and works
on them, and after he moves, another one comes, destroys the former
work, and starts from zero!” UA9
“The system [the government accounting system and MADAR] is built to
produce official government reports. Therefore, if a decision maker asks
for technical reports … we cannot.” UFM2

“… at the end I tell you that the financial affairs are vague at the
University. No one knows except the rector, the University’s deputies and
the Finance Department … I [the department] do not know what is
allocated to me. I demand funds, but I do not know what I have been
given.” UDH4
“The disclosure is not that easy. You are talking about a university
whose budget is SAR 8 billion. So, it is not this easy.” UA7
“Some people think that it [information] is a source of power, and it is
indeed a source of power. He [information holder] feels that if you want
information about students’ welfare without referring back to the
Students’ Welfare Department, I [the Student Welfare Department] have
lost my prestigious and important position… Self-interest needs to be
critically solved by the University management, but the rector tries to
avoid clashing with powerful groups.” UDH4
“… He [information holder] wants you to say ‘I hope you will be generous
to us’ and ‘I hope you deign us’; and ‘I am thanking your Excellency’. He
wants to do a favour for you. So you owe him this favour.” UDM5

“Right, right, the government accounting system is not producing the
demanded information.” MAM1
“MADAR does not analyse and produce helpful information … MADAR
has not served me.” UBH1
“It [costs information] should be calculated by MADAR.” UFH2
“MADAR does not analyse data … it is only a move from manual to
electron … but MADAR has mixed up data, and then it generated the
wrong information.” UDH4
“The old [old computer system] system was better … One click [in the old
computer system] to receive the information … MADAR does not filter
expenditures and spending to every college …” UBM1

“It is not easy to acquire information with the government accounting
system … but MADAR made it simple, and easier than before.” UFM1
“The distinctive feature of our latest computer system is that it enables
us to filter and categorise the data. Furthermore, we could now have the
info transferred to Microsoft Word and Excel and as a Pdf. Therefore, as
we could take the data to Excel, we could select a particular cell and
leave the others in order to analyse the data… with these abilities with
MADAR we could choose the cost driver and have accurate costs.” UFM2
“MADAR has eased the acquisition of information for decision makers
during the last two years.” UMH3

“The time taken to get information with the old computer system is too
long. During the last years, the work [the production of information] is
right, because of MADAR … we [MADAR] do electronic archiving of the
finance transactions to produce information, and this needs time.”
UMH3
“Every year we increase the number of accounts and develop our system
[MADAR], and we work to solve its problems … sometimes we [Finance
Department] are asked to produce some information, but we apologise
for not being able to produce such information, because MADAR is
unable to do so. However, we are working on our system [MADAR] to
make such orders available next time we are asked for them.” UFM2
“The University’s deputies always ask for reports and accounting
information … and general managers …” UFL2

“The spending of the University budget and the record of the University
financial transactions and the production of financial reports ... are

based on the financial regulations (codes) and directives that are
produced by the regulatory body which is the MoF.” UFM2
“The biggest obstacles to the University’s freedom are the regulations
(codes) and acts (laws) that the University has to follow, and cannot
avoid … and the link of the University to the MoHE and the University
Committee that is headed by the Minister of Higher Education.” UA4
“There are internal and external regulations (codes) such as the
Academics Regulation (Code) that belongs to the MoHE, and the Civil
Service and Finance Regulations (Codes) …” UDH4
“The way

employees are employed at the University does not

differentiate between candidates, and the University cannot change it,
… because it is enforced by the government in the Civil Service Act
(Law).” UFM2

“There are lacunas in the rules … an old system [rules] has been
imposed on them [government units] for 22 years, although the
atmosphere and the needs have changed. It [the rules] has neither given
your needs, nor has it made things easier for constructors and users of
the system. It neither made things easy - nor made anything!” UDM2
“The government accounting system still has had only 10 accounts for
50 years. Nothing has changed.” UFH1
“We [the University] developed the Higher Education Regulations (codes)
15 or 16 years ago, but what is needed from the University and the

Higher Education has changed … but the Regulations (codes) have never
changed … Universities have a pioneer role in developing the country
and government institutions. The United States is driven by its
universities … the top 20 US universities lead the country, and they
produce and generate the country’s strategies.” UMH2
“The government accounting system is very old, and cannot cope with
the improvements in this era. The University’s needs today and the
financial management needs required to lead the University have
changed from the time the government accounting system was first
produced. For example, the University has large ambitions, but the
government rules which are very old challenge them about having
flexibility and authorisation to use them freely as they like.” UFH2

“We [the University] have received a notice [from GAB] saying that we
gave loans [loans to departments and colleges for miscellaneous items]
that exceeds the loan limit which is SAR 25,000! … The University’s
budget used to be SAR 1 million. Therefore, it is reasonable that the loan
limit is SAR 25,000, but now the University’s budget is SAR 8 billion and
the purchase power has decreased since the rules relating to such loans
were issued.” UFH2

“The rule might have not have covered some aspects … as a
consequence, there is a fault.” MBH2
“I will give you an example. We [the University] had to furnish a college,
and the cheapest supplier was a well-known company … but it always
manufacture furnishing locally, and labels them ‘made in Italy’ …
cheating, but there is no evidence. So, when we started to furnish
another building, we decided to cancel our order with this company.
They [those responsible which I think the Purchase Department] refused

to cancel the company, because there is no evidence! … Consequently, it
brings the cheapest, and writes ‘made in Italy’.” UA6

“GAB does not say anything, if the prices that a government unit is
taking are exaggerated … because the rules have been made silence to
it … sometimes you see that five companies apply for a project. These
companies have different owner names, but they belong to one person
[they apply in different names; because there is a minimum number of
applicants to every projects otherwise the projects must be relisted on
the market]. We [GAB] know these companies belong to one person, but
we cannot do anything because it is documentary, okay!” GAM1
“We [MOF] know that some prices can be exaggerated by almost double
their original price.” MAM1
“There are no rules for corruption, but any such action or inaction
depends on the integrity of the person.” MAH2
“It is all about accountability which is not enabled. We have never heard
that a person has been punished, because he has done something wrong
or corrupt.” UPM1
“Have you ever seen a minister who has been called to account?” UDH6

“Because of the long procedures, our [College] purchases get delayed for
months … to spend SAR 1, I have to get permission from the rector and
…” UA6
“There are long procedures in Saudi rules … and to do a job, the system
imposes many demands on you, such as many supporting documents.”
UMH3

“Sometimes we [the University] buy devices, especially medical devices,
and they are delayed for one or two years. After all that time, once you
finally receive it, it has lost its value because a more developed device is
now available on the market … and the maintenance and the spare
parts will be no longer produced... as a consequence, some people stop
the supplier from producing the old version, and ask the supplier to
provide them with the new version … GAB will ask why you have
changed, and we have to write down the reasons…” UDH3

“I do not believe that there is flexibility in the budget.” UMH1
“I [the University] cannot transfer funds from account to another unless
via the Ministry [MoF], but in some cases I could do it through the
Minister of Higher Education. The University as an independent entity
still cannot arrive at such position [being able to transfer between
accounts] of independence.” UBL2
“I [legislator and governor such as MoHE and MoF] make sure that
everything done through me is to monitor and control you [the
University].” UBM1

“One of the things that have made our work unorganised is the
overlapped rules… There are internal and external regulations (codes)
such as the Academics Regulation (Code) that belongs to the MoHE, and
the Civil Service and Finance Regulations (Codes) … You [the University]

are governed by more than one rule. In the private sector, they set their
rules based on their needs.” UDH4
“The University is part of the MoHE which is part of the government. The
government might have its politics, views and aims which would be
imposed on the University. For example, the government might increase
the number of students accepted at the University without negotiation
with the University. Therefore, colleges are service providers not
decision makers.” UA4

“The Saudi government accounting is not an act (law) that has been
described by regulations (codes). It is only a MoF directive that is weak,
and can be ignored … one of the main defects of these directives is that
it intended to be temporary. So, it is not complete and a great deal of
accounting information is missed.” MAH1

“We [college] have no right to add to the hierarchy of the college, and
the University’s management also cannot do this.” UA4
“The department is called the General Department of Planning and
Budgeting, but we do not have planning. Planning is now in another
department, but the name of the department remained the same as the
University cannot change it.” UBH1
“We [college] do not receive funding - we are allocated a budget. For
example, they [the University] tell us that we have SAR 2 million for
laboratories and equipment, and they ask what your needs are. We

respond ‘we want this and this, and the specifications are these’. Then
they purchase them centrally…” UA4
“We [college] do not do anything; because the University’s management
is the only one with the ability to buy for us. We send our demands to
the management … and it decides what our needs are.” UA2

“XXX [the name of the Rector] is the change and development leader. He
changed the University a great deal, and he imposed the changes, but
he is bounded by the rules from all four sides…[but] if there is any way
to make changes, he will take it.” UPM3
“The biggest obstacle is the rules … the existing of the open-minded
rector who is trying to make things easy in any way possible…For
example, you might request the University to employ an excellent
academic who would require a high salary and incentives, but they
refuse, because the salary is unified and set by the Academic
Regulations (Codes). The University does not have the authority to
amend these regulations, because the only authority to amend is held by
the King via the MoHE… However, the University has created an account
called the Attracting Account which is financed by the approved ways to
generate self-income. This account pays some of the required excellent
academics’ salaries and incentives, as the government offers do not
attract them …” UA9
“The problem of XXX [name of the rector] is that he pulled us, and
launched us as a rocket that goes faster than our expectations. The
rules surrounding him do not help him, but he is going anyway.” UFH2

“We [MoF] do not have a norm that we give incentives to encourage
government units… if the government unit does its duties on time, and it
provides accurate information with transparency … it might be taken
into account at the time when choosing its projects, but the MoF cannot
increase the budget of a government unit, because of this and that… no
way …” MBH2

“… my [the University] employees are the foundation of the University
improvement, and if I [the University] do not attract them with
attractive financial offers and incentives, they will not join the
University… GAB sends a notice saying, for instance, that the act (law)
that has been issued in 1390 AH (1970) prohibited government units
from honouring their employees! So, who will honour them then!? If an
employee wins a Nobel Prize, I should not honour him/her!? The
government accounting and budget accounts are old and do not cope
with current-day needs, and the rules as well… They [GAB and others]

say ‘give them [transports] tickets or overcome!’ Are you [GAB and
others] teaching us to cheat and corrupt!?...” UFH2
“The rector said the first colleges and academic departments that gain
accreditation will be rewarded with SAR 1 million and SAR 300,000
respectively. However, at the time of payment to these colleges and
departments, the University’s Finance Department refused to pay as
there is no account for incentives.” UA6
“… an official called me saying that we [the college] will start to offer
fellowship certificates, and I said to him, ‘I suggest you give the student
rewards …’ However, you cannot give rewards by law., and you cannot
change the law… You [the college and the University] cannot deduct
from the employees’ dues, and you cannot fire an employee unless for a
serious reason, and this should be based on a Decree from the Ministers’
Council.” UA7
“There is no motivation. He [employees] has no motivation inside him to
work.” UDH6
“Applying two accounting systems … The work will be duplicated which
will generate delays and stress for employees who would feel aversion to
the work … you know we only have a few tools that we can use to
attract and motivate employees.” UFM2

“There are clashes. Dr. XXX [the Rector’s name] encourages the
development and liberation … but obsolete rules challenge you to
improve your work. For example, you want to bring a distinctive
academic from the US or Britain … How much does he want? He might
be looking for SAR 100,000 or 150,000. However, you apply to the
University for this distinctive academic. They will say his grade is

assistant professor, and he has five years’ experience. And they will say,
‘okay, his salary is SAR 8000!!’ So, how can you bring such distinctive
academics, and how can you motivate people to be motivated, if your
rules are so inflexible!? … This is what makes the University fail in this
point.” UPM1
“The University is looking for specific and highly skilled professionals to
fill this job [internal auditor] … but, you know, the demand for such
persons is very high. So, he most probably goes to commercial
companies rather than coming to us … we offer him grade 12, and you
know what the financial return of grade 12 is!” UMH3
“The main reason behind the absence of ‘engineering value’ is the
absence of offers and incentives that make an applicable engineer want
to be employed in the government units … He would not come for SAR
10,000 or 15,000, he wants something like SAR 40,000 or 50,000.”
GAM1

“Applying two accounting systems … The work will be duplicated which
will generate delays and stress for employees who would feel aversion to
the work … you know we only have a few tools with which to attract and
motivate employees.” UFM2

“GAB says ‘do not be afraid of us, because we [GAB] treat you
differently’, but we [the University] are frightened of them … I see their
[GAB] notices which say ‘you [the University] made a mistake as the
military did in 1396 AH (1976) …’ You must not treat me as the
military. The University has developed and has many projects such as
joining a union with other universities … my [the University] employees
are the foundation of the University improvement, and if I [the
University] do not attract them with attractive financial offers and
incentives, they will not join the University… GAB sends a notice saying,
for instance, that the act (law) that has been issued in 1390 AH (1970)
prohibited government units from honouring their employees! So, who
will honour them then!? If an employee wins a Nobel Prize, I should not
honour him/her!? The government accounting and budget accounts are
old and do not cope with current-day needs, and the rules as well… They
[GAB and other government bodies] say ‘give them [transport] tickets or
overtime!’ Are you [GAB and other government bodies] teaching us to
cheat and corrupt!?...” UFH2

“The Purchases Act (Law) said … the best prices not cheapest prices …
this means you take the best goods at the cheapest price, and this can
be done when you set clear specifications and terms to the goods that
you want… If you are forced to take goods that do not meet your
expectations, this means you have not set up accurate terms and
specifications in the first place.” MAH1
“There is no exaggeration in the University’s purchases. In contrast, we
take the cheapest, because we buy large quantities… usually I find that
the prices that the University has taken are cheaper than in the high
street.” UFM1
“Usually if we stated the reasons for choosing the more expensive
product over the cheapest, the University agrees.” UA2

“It [MADAR] combines the University’s eight departments.” UDH3
“Any computer system is a store of databases, and the difference lies in
the tools used to analyse the data … we [the University] are developing
MADAR daily to increase information.” UFM2
“The old computer system was unhelpful. There were no cost drivers. It
has nothing. It was sterile.” UFL2
“With the old system, we [the University] used to do the analysis
manually … but MADAR does it now.” UFM1

“We used to work hard to get information [with the old computer
system].” UFM1
“We [the Finance Department] concentrated on the financial reports and
statements that are required by external agencies [such as GAB and
MoF], but the designer is willing to make MADAR produce any
information as long as the database is available.” UFM2

“Every year we increase the number of accounts and develop our system
[MADAR], and we work to solve its problems … sometimes we [Finance
Department] are asked to produce some information, but we apologise
for not being able to produce such information, because MADAR is

unable to do so. However, we are working in our system [MADAR] to
make such orders are available next time we are asked for them.” UFM2

“Previously [with the old computer system], we gave every transaction a
number, and every department at the University gives it different
number, and records it in its computer system. Now with MADAR it is
different, because all transactions come with a unified and unique
number. Now, I can enter the number of an employee to see all his
transactions… the payroll, for instance, might come with a mistake
from HR, and you [Finance Department] pay to the employee, as you
cannot find the mistake! However, now it is different; all transactions
come after being carefully reviewed … MADAR does not let you enter
false information …” UFL1
“Honestly, MADAR has made access to information easy during the last
two years. There are long procedures in Saudi rules, especially, in the
government accounting system … and to do a job, the system asks you
for many demands such as many supporting documents… but the
University has benefited from MADAR by letting it analyse and produce
information … for decision making.” UMH3
“MADAR has reduced the work load of many of our [Finance
Department] work.” UFL3

“MADAR is not an accounting system … it is an administrative system.
MADAR only takes the numbers and prints them out as they are without
analysing them … we tried to add depreciation on MADAR, but we could
not, because depreciation needs a sub-contract …. MADAR is the same
as what we used to do manually!” UDH3
“The old computer system is better … Years ago, it could give you
better information.” UBH1
“MADAR does not serve us … I should now complete the job manually!”
UBL2
“Some information is only partly availably, because it is not fully
analysed. In other words, it does not exist! … The officials should be
provided with a file that includes all information.” UA9
“It [costs information] should be calculated by MADAR.” UFH2

“… there is no accuracy in the information produced by MADAR, because
there was a mistake in the migration of data to MADAR.” UDH4
“It [MADAR] is so bad … It gives incorrect information.” UBH1

“At the time when we ordered and designed MADAR, we looked only to
information and reports that will be required by external bodies such as
the MoF reports and statements … the designer is willing to make
MADAR produce any information … but this would come at a cost” UFM2

“Finally, it has started to become a bit better.” UBH1

“The Development Planning Department draws up an operational plan
for the forthcoming five years, and sends it to Ministry of Planning …
We [Budget Department] largely depend on this plan to produce our
budget.” UBH1

“We [the University] were forced two years ago to include all the
University projects in the plan, and then state these in the annual
budget.” UBL2
“The main determinants to accept budgets’ projects are … the first
determinant is that your [government unit] projects are approved in the
five-year plan, or at least near to it with 10 to 15% differences.” MBL1

“There are no determinants of accepting the budget. It depends on the
mood of MoF … For example, you [the University] bring a good project,
but they might refuse it because it is not in the plan! … He [MoF] would

say the Royal Decree refuses projects that are not in the budget … Even
if it is in the plan, they [MoF] will give SAR 50 million, although it is SAR
300 million in the plan! If you say anything, they say leave the plan
which is exaggerated and has mistakes!” UBM1
“They [MoF] collaborate with us [the University], because there is surplus
of money nowadays, and the government is supporting the development
of Higher Education sector. However, generally, the approval of budgets
depends mainly on the relationships with them … and sometimes
depends on the mood of the responsible person at the sector [civil
service sector at the MoF’s budget department].” UMH2
“Some projects are completely refused by us [the MoF], Even if he
[government unit] say it is in the plan ten times [because MoF believe
these projects should not be approved] … even if it is in the plan, I say
no because the Economic Committee and MoEP [who has approved the
plan] does not know because they are far from the picture.” MBL1

“Projects in the plan are submitted as one page! Where is this and that?
Where is the detailed information? Where are the forms which we have
sent? Why have you not filled in the forms?” MBH2

“Government units sometimes demand a lot of projects [without a
feasibility study], although the rules say you cannot apply for a project
without a Preliminary Study … but many government units do not
comply with the rule. Therefore, delays happen.” MBH2
“The budget is made up of sweet dreams. They [the University] go to the
MoF saying ‘we want money, because of this and that’, without a solid
ground for their orders. The MoF will ask, ‘based on what do you order

these?’ However, if it [the University’s budget] has shown real and
accurate factors, numbers and statistics, no one at the MoF can refuse
or reject this budget …. But with the absence of this information, the
case now involves negotiations and persuasive skills. Therefore, if you
verbally persuade the one on front of you, you will get what you want;
otherwise you will get nothing even if you are right.” UDH4
“The absence of accounting has led to giving unconvincing words
[budget’s demands] and unreliable reasons for your [government unit]
demands such as numbers and statistics … Convincing information
should be attached with the budget. I [the University] should say, for
instance, if you stop funding this, this and that will happen, and it will
cost us this amount of money. At this time, he [MoF] has no choice other
than to agree, because he wants to protect himself from any blame that
might happen, if something goes wrong.” UDH3
“Some government units submit their projects in their budget devoid of
required and detailed information … Their feasibility studies have no
information … he [government units] demands a piece of land 60.000
m2. Later, you find out that the number of employees at the unit does
not require all this space. Why did you not undertake this study to save
my [MoF] time and your [the government unit] time, as you know that
we will negotiate, and you will withdraw this project!” MBH1

“It is not true [that the budget is devoid of information]. He [MoF]
requires all information for each demand. If you [the University] do not
attach the information, he will ask for it. For example, if you require
SAR 40 million for employees’ salaries, he will ask for a statement of all
employees including their grades and this and that, before he gives you
the fund. But if you do not state all required, supporting information, he
will not give you the funds.” UBL2

“We [the University] apply for projects without all supporting documents
and information.” UBH1
“We [the University] have no problems in having our projects approved
… because, firstly, our projects are deeply studied and justified, and
have followed the MoF’s directives… Therefore, the budget is fully
completed … but how far they [MoF] are convinced in the budget
depends on the ability to persuade them.” UMH2

“The MoF says ‘thank you, we do not want lots of information, but we
want what we require only in our format’. The MoF asks only for what is
approved, spent and the closing balance” UFM2
“I [the University] depend on [at the time of preparing the budget] forms
that are from the MoF who will not approve them for my request, if I do
not fill them in.” UBM1

“I should not depend on the five-year plan, because there are things that
cannot be approved anyway … For example, you see the budget for a
university that has campuses in different cities, and you notice that
there are many projects in one city, and the other city has no projects!
… and after concentration and reviews you find out that the one who
submitted the budget is from the first city or from the tribe that lives in
the first city … and he does not do any good for the second city! … Here,

it is my turn [MoF] to exert pressure on him to move some projects to
the second city.” MBL1
“There must be a development for the administrators in the country … if
you look at budget departments in the government units, you will find
25 staff in them, but only two or three who are working.” MBL1
“There is carelessness in some government units, as they do not submit
all required information … but because some projects are so
important… MoF has to beg them for the information in order to start
these projects.” MBH1
“One of the important factors relating to budgetary decisions is the
government units’ negotiators who come to MoF to negotiate about their
institutions’ budgets… Some negotiators have integrity, honesty and
loyalty to their institutions, and they [negotiators] do their best to
achieve the government units’ goals and aims… and there are
negotiators who are selfish, arrogant and lazy, who do not want to
make any effort in order to achieve the goals. If this year is his upgrade
year, he will be willing to sacrifice three quarters of the unit budget in
order to add new grades this year to his unit. The problem is that his
government unit is sleeping, and they know nothing.” MBL1
“Sometimes unimportant and unstudied projects are approved …
because a man from a Bedouin group wears his Arabian cloak, and goes
to a Minister to order a school, road or a hospital for his area.” MBH2

“During the last six years, we have concentrated on the infrastructure,
after the dramatic increase in the government revenues… and the vision
of the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques to develop the infrastructure
of some counties that used to have less attention than the other counties
have made us spend in them… I [MoF] do not have enough for everyone”
MBH2
“The MoF assesses things based on the public interest.” MBH1

“The MoF has its plans, and does not care about the government units’
plans.” UBM1
“There are many ways to negotiate your [government units] budget…
the easiest way is to say ‘I have been told that the budget this year will
increase by 15%. So, instead of SAR 500 billion, it is SAR 575 billion’.
Hence, I tell them [government unit] that as your budget this year is SAR
800 million, it will be SAR 977 million next year. However, I do not say
this in real, but I know where we are going to.” MBL1

“As the government unit presents its budget in a reasonable, convincing
and supported way, the MoF has nothing other than to agree.” GAH1
“They [MoF] negotiate, add and deduct until they arrive at the result [the
budget]. They do not say ‘no’ just like this without reasons.” UBL1
“We have a scientific debate in the negotiation meetings.” MBL1

“One of the important factors relating to budgetary decisions is the
government units’ negotiators who come to MoF to negotiate about their
institutions’ budgets… Some negotiators have integrity, honesty and
loyalty to their institutions, and they [negotiators] do their best to
achieve the government units’ goals and aims… and there are
negotiators who are selfish, arrogant and lazy, who do not want to
make any effort in order to achieve the goals. If this year is his upgrade
year, he will be willing to sacrifice three quarters of the unit budget in
order to add new grades this year to his unit. The problem is that his
government unit is sleeping, and they know nothing.” MBL1

“For example, one [government unit] comes with a project in the
budget, although he has one similar that has been approved last year,
but they have not listed it until the end of the year. I [MoF] say to him,
‘why you have asked for it, despite you having a similar one that has
not been listed yet?’ He directly writes it off.” MBL1

“Our department [the budget department in the MoF] is incomparable
with before. We now live in a ‘budget spring’ as the ‘Arab Spring’ … the
thinking, the increase of financial resources, the respect of government
units and the people in this sector [civil service sector at the MoF’s
budget department] have all changed dramatically … 40% of us at the
sector are from different professional backgrounds such as engineering
and statistics. So, the thinking of the department has changed.” MBL1
“There are no delays in our department. The mechanism and modern
means have helped a lot in the connection with government units.”
MBH2

“We [the department] apply for six projects … we went to the MoF for the
negotiation meeting … they [MoF] made reductions without any
justifications … I wish there was a place where the MoF studies these
projects to know the real cost of them rather than making unreasonable
reductions.” UPM3
“The MoF strategy is to make reductions as much as it can.” UBL2

“The MoF has its plans, and does not care about the government units’
plans.” UBM1

“There are many ways to negotiate your [government units] budget…
the easiest way is to say ‘I have been told that the budget this year will
increase by 15%. So, instead of SAR 500 billion, it is SAR 575 billion’.
Hence, I tell them [government unit] that as your budget this year is SAR
800 million, it will be SAR 977 million next year. However, I do not say
this in real, but I know where we are going to.” MBL1

“We [MoF] cannot study budgets in detail, because we have more than
400 government units. Municipalities equal to 260, and the other units
are almost 160.” MBH2
“I [MoF] review your [government unit] projects generally … one by one
… by the name of the projects, not in detail” MBL1

“If they [government units] do not come to the negotiation meetings, it
means they will send many files that need a huge trolley to carry them
… so, the negotiation meetings are meant to be a mode of
communication.” MBL1

“The main determinants to accept the budgets’ projects are … The
second is that he [negotiator] has the willingness to defend the
differences, not me [MoF].” MBL1

“Let me tell you something. In my opinion, the projects, costs and
liquidity depend on two essential factors which are the country’s budget
and the personality of the person [in MoF] who negotiates with you.”
UBM1

“The negotiation meetings are one-sided meeting … They [MoF]
collaborate with us [the University], because there is surplus of money
nowadays, and the government is supporting the development of Higher
Education sector. However, generally, the approval of budgets depends
mainly on the relationships with them … and sometimes depends on the
mood of the responsible person at the sector [civil service sector at the
MoF’s budget department].” UMH2

“His Excellence the Rector had taken 20 officials with him [to the
negotiation meeting] last year.” UBM1

“There are no engineers that have the professionalism to do ‘engineer
value’ … an engineer at this level of professionalism would go to the
private sector not to us … In addition, if I give him a project that was
studied in an engineering value way, would he accept it? I do not think
so … the MoF has its plans, and does not care about the government
units’ plans.” UBM1

“If the Cost Analysis Department does not analyse and study projects
that cost less than SAR 100 million, this is a disaster.” MAM1

“To improve our [Budget Department at MoF] work, and make our
projects work well … a department that analyses data to generate
reliable information should be set up. This department should give all
information about the government units … you might see me working
with a government unit for ten years, and they have found a mistake,
but they have kept silent, and have never told me… I do not have the
ability to analyse their data. Even if I have the ability to analyse it, I do
not have time to analyse their data … They [MoF] should increase the
number of staff to enable me to work perfectly …” MBL1
“The question is that the MoF is a single Ministry that manages all the
financial works of all sectors; do they have enough time to read all these
things?” UPM1
“I believe that the MoF is the biggest obstacle to the development of the
Knigdom of Saudi Arabia. I believe that the MoF is playing the role of
prime minister, although he is not qualified for this role. He changed
from being a treasurer to becoming a manager. Do not you notice that
the Ministers’ Council’s decrees help with big dilemmas … but the MoF
does not comply with these decrees …” UDH6

“We [MoF] cannot study budgets in detail, because we have more than
400 government units. Municipalities equal to 260, and the other units
are almost 160.” MBH2
“I [MoF] review your [government unit] projects generally … one by one
… by the name of the projects, not in detail” MBL1
“The cost analysis department [at the MoF] does not analyse projects
that costs less than SAR 100 million.” MBL1
“We [the University] had a project that is a service tunnel. We submitted
this project twice in two budgets, but they [MoF] have refused it.
However, Dr. XXX [one of the University’s former deputy name] invites
them, and he told them, ‘let’s take a tour’. As soon as we arrived at the
service tunnel, the engineer [from MoF] said ‘okay, okay, let’s go back to

the office’. He finally agreed! Why not visit us before, if you are not
convinced about the project?” UBM1
“… I do not have the ability to analyse their data. Even if I have the
ability to analyse it, I do not have time to analyse their data … They
[MoF] should increase the number of staff to enable me to work perfectly
…” MBL1

“I have only three universities. If you cannot manage three universities,
what is the need of you? … our sector [civil service sector], for instance,
is 11 persons.” MBL1
“Listen to one side and listen to the other. If I [MoF] order information
from you [government units], and you do not provide me with it, who is
causing the delay? Me or you?” MAH1

“It is not true [that the budget is devoid of information]. He [MoF]
requires all information for each demand. If you [the University] do not
attach the information, he will ask for it. For example, if you require
SAR 40 million for employees’ salaries, he will ask for a statement of all
employees including their grades and this and that, before he gives you
the fund. But if you do not state all needed and supporting information,
he will not give you anything.” UBL2

“The MoF has its plans, and does not care about the government units’
plans.” UBM1

“The negotiation meetings are one-sided meeting … They [MoF]
collaborate with us [the University], because there is a surplus of money
nowadays, and the government is supporting the development of Higher
Education sector. However, generally, the approval of budgets depends
mainly on the relationships with them … and sometimes depends on the
mood of the responsible person at the sector [civil service sector at the
MoF’s Budget Department].” UMH2

“We [MoF] receive budgets for SAR 2 trillion, but the budget should be
570. So, how can we deal with this?” MBH2
“There are many ways to negotiate your [government units] budget…
the easiest way is to say ‘I have been told that the budget this year will
increase by 15%’. So, instead of SAR 500 billion, it is SAR 575 billion.
Hence, I tell them [government unit] that as your budget this year is SAR
800 million, it will be SAR 977 million next year. However, I do not say
this in real, but I know where we are going to.” MBL1

“One of the important factors relating to budgetary decisions is the
government units’ negotiators who come to MoF to negotiate about their
institutions’ budgets… Some negotiators have integrity, honesty and
loyalty to their institutions, and they [negotiators] do their best to
achieve the government units’ goals and aims… and there are
negotiators who are selfish, arrogant and lazy, who do not want to
make any effort in order to achieve the goals. If this year is his upgrade
year, he will be willing to sacrifice three quarters of the unit budget in
order to add new grades this year to his unit. The problem is that his
government unit is sleeping, and they know nothing.” MBL1

“I should not depend on the five-year plan, because there are things that
cannot be approved anyway … For example, you see the budget for a
university that has campuses in different cities, and you notice that
there are many projects in one city, and the other city has no projects!
… and after concentration and reviews you find out that the one who
submitted the budget is from the first city or from the tribe that lives in
the first city … and he does not do any good for the second city! … Here,
it is my turn [MoF] to exert pressure on him to move some projects to
the second city.” MBL1
“Let me tell you something. In my opinion, the projects, costs and
liquidity depend on two essential factors which are the country’s budget
and the personality of the person [in MoF] who negotiates with you. If
the sector manager is horrible and bad, he will give you nothing, and he
will not have the willingness to discuss anything with you, especially if
he has not got a deep thinking, and as I told you, how far the area is, is
a central determinant … some of them [in MoF] look to their own
interests and relationships with officials” UBM1

“We [the University] had a project that is a service tunnel. We submitted
this project twice in two budgets, but they [MoF] have refused it.
However, Dr. XXX [one of the University’s former deputy name] invites
them, and he told them, ‘let’s take a tour’. As soon as we arrived at the
service tunnel, the engineer [from MoF] said ‘okay, okay, let’s go back to
the office’. He finally agreed! Why not visit us before, if you are not
convinced about the project?” UBM1
“I remember I went with a delegation from XXX [name of a university in
the far north] to negotiate the project of building a building for college

with the MoF … the MoF has given them SAR 30 million. I told him look
at other universities which have taken at least SAR 150 million … He
said, ‘do not worry XXX [name of interviewee], it is okay for them in the
north’ … He opened his files, and could not find any project similar to
this that is less than SAR 90 million … Riyadh is different. Riyadh is
near. It is near Prince Salman [Former ruler of Riyadh district], and
Prince Naif [Crown Prince]. Princes come to open projects here, not like
the north.” UBM1
“Sometimes unimportant and unstudied projects are approved …
because a man from a Bedouin group wears his Arabian cloak, and go
to a Minister to order a school, road or a hospital for his area.” MBH2
“In general, the president of the government unit is taken into account
without any doubt.” MBL1

“We [the department] applied for six projects … we went to the MoF for
the negotiation meeting … they [MoF] made reductions without any
justifications … I wish there was a place where the MoF studies these
projects to know the real cost of them rather than making unreasonable
reductions.” UPM3
“He [MoF] has an addiction to reductions. He loves reductions. Every
year, the MoF makes reductions in the salary account, although we have
provided him with all information of our current employees! Anyway, he
will support it during the year, even if there are surpluses in other
accounts… The question is why you have reduced this account, and have
wasted my time in writing to you and providing you with information
and reports, as at the end you will support the account…” UBM1

“We [the University] know the mechanism of how they [MoF] work. So if
you order SAR 150 million, they will give you SAR 50 million… when we
want to order a project that would cost SAR 100 million, we order SAR
200 million or 300 million” UMH2
“He [government units] orders SAR 100 million, and after the negotiation
he takes SAR 10million.” MBL1
“I know a government unit that has been to the negotiation meeting. The
MoF asked them how many projects do you have? They said 20. The MoF
said, we will give you 10% of each project. The government unit said
‘okay’, and signed the budget… The idea is to start the project in the
first year in order to make the MoF obligated to complete the projects.
So every year it will give them 10 or 15% of their costs until they are
completed.” PBM1

“We [the University] have a project that was approved for SAR 9 million
16 years ago. We used to ask them to increase it to SAR 17 million, and
they [MoF] refused. They tended to increase it every year by 10 and 20%
… At the end, we have listed it for SAR 70 million. Who can be blamed
for that?” UBH1
“Now I have this printer which has been bought for SAR 700, but it is
always breaking down, and it asks for ink more regularly than the
quality printer that cost SAR 1500, which would last much longer and be
more economical.” UPM1

“But how does the transfer happen? It needs lot of work.” UMH1

“The transfer from the MoF takes a very long time, but the ones from
the Rector do not take so long.” UFH1

“The success of a government unit is to spend everything that is in the
account. If it does not spend it all, it will have a deficit next year… and
the MoF will reduce the accounts that have not been spent fully.” UFL2
“You see them [government units] asphalting roads during the last three
months. Where are they during the year? … They [MoF] give you money,
and if you return anything, they will reduce it.” UBL1

“We [MoF] do not have a norm that we give incentives to encourage
government units… if the government unit does its duties on time, and it
provides accurate information with transparency … it might be taken
into account at the time when choosing its projects, but the MoF cannot
increase the budget of a government unit, because of this and that… no
way …” MBH2

“It is obvious that some expenditure in the fourth chapter [the
infrastructure chapter in the budget] is required to be transferred to
administrative expenditures at the end of the year. There is freedom
and self-interest. Sometimes, some - not all - government units
deliberately delay important projects until the end of the year in order
to send their order with some justifications to the MoF to transfer this
money. They spend them on administrative requirements such as
incentives, travel, cars, etc… we are suffering from this.” MBH2
“For example, they sometimes order funds for furniture, and we [MoF]
give them SAR 10 million which they do not need. The aim is to transfer
these funds to buy cars, after we approve the funds for furniture. They
buy cars for the HR Manager and the Finance Department Manager,
although there is no need for these… Therefore, you [MoF] refuse
important projects, because you know their intention.” MAH2

“Government units sometimes demand a lot of projects [without a
feasibility study], although the rule says you cannot apply for a project
without a preliminary study … but many government units do not
comply with the rule. Therefore, delays happen.” MBH2
“Some government units submit their projects in their budget devoid of
required and detailed information … Their feasibility studies have no
information … he [government units] demands a piece of land 60.000
m2. Later, you find out that the number of employees at the unit does
not require all this space. Why did you not undertake this study to save
my [MoF] time and your [the government unit] time, as you know that
we will negotiate, and you will withdraw this project!” MBH1
“I believe that the MoF asks government units to hold negotiation
meetings, because what is on paper does not explain the budget.” UPM1
“The information is scarce. It is so scarce.” UBH1

“There are people [in the University] that are working hard. They work
day and night. They work on Thursday and Friday [the weekend days in
Saudi Arabia]. Some say XXX [name of the University] is spoiled! What is
spoilt? No, they shy away from the MoF, and they follow up their stuff.
Ermmm some of them…” MBL1
“Wait a second. You are saying this because you are thinking of XXX
[name of the Rector] . Do not put XXX [name of the Rector] in your mind,
and think of anybody to give him SAR 8 billion. I beat you, if you agree
to give him… Are all people XXX [name of the Rector]? I will put the
fingerprints of all my fingers and toes to sign that he is not a thief. I
believe that he does not put a penny in his pocket… There are levels of
honesty. For example, if you give someone SAR 8 billion, and he steals
SAR 5 million, I consider him honest. My brother, you give someone [the
Rector] SAR 8 billion, and he spends SAR 6 billion, and refunds the rest
to me [MoF]. You know or do not know?” MBL1
“I could be persuaded to give the University its budget as a total with
great freedom over it, but 60 or 70% of the government units - no.”
MAH2

“We [college] do not receive funding - we are allocated a budget. For
example, they [the University] tell us that we have SAR 2 million for
laboratories and equipment, and they ask what your needs are. We
respond ‘we want this and this, and the specifications are these’. Then
they purchase them centrally…” UA4

“We [college] have no right to add to the hierarchy of the college, and
the University’s management also cannot do this… I am telling you that
there is no budget in the college. The rule even says the college has no
authority to open a bank account… if we want a staff member, we place
the order with the University management, and a person comes to us.
So, we cannot employ anyone independently…” UA4

“‘First come first served’ has some reality. Secondly, the college
reputation, the power of the dean and the relationship with college and
University managements all work together.” UA3
“The budget is spent based on ‘first order first served’.” UA2
“I will not hide on you. This is not the behaviour of academics. Deans
should not occupy his colleagues’ budget.” UA6

“I do not know why they give, for instance, SAR 2 million for purchases,
and I have to spend it on purchases. I might want to spend it on hiring
staff. Sometimes I have some money in an account, and I do not need to
buy anything, but we think that we shall spend this money, as we might
receive nothing next year at the time we are in need. However, we end
up leaving our purchases in stores, and no one uses them.” UA4

“There are some people [colleges] who prepare their budgets in advance.
Consequently, they become ready, when the University budget arrives.
However, others do not start working until the University budget
arrives. Therefore, the former spend the budget during the year, but the
latter might have delays until the end of the year. At the same time, the
University has a budget that must be spent. So, they withdraw it from
the latter and give it to the former.” UA6

“… Accounting for the government is still at its level, and it is applied
based on the MoF’s rules which have never had revolutionary update.”
MAH2
“The government accounting system is very old, and cannot cope with
the improvements in this era. The University’s needs today and the
financial management needs required to lead the University have
changed from the time the government accounting system was first
produced. For example, the University has large ambitions, but the
government rules which are very old challenge them about having
flexibility and authorisation to use them freely as they like.” UFH2

“The MoF is rigid, and has set inflexible rules. The MoF intervenes in
everything.” UPM2
“I [legislator and governor such as MoHE and MoF] make sure that
everything done through me is to monitor and control you [the
University].” UBM1
“We [the University] cannot stop using the government accounting
system, because you [the University] are linked with the MoF, even in the
University budget and its timing.” UFM1

“You [MoF] are centralised. We do not have independence. The loans are
the only thing that you have freedom in them, but they are still should
be from certain accounts.” UA9
“I believe that the MoF is the biggest obstacle to the development of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. I believe that the MoF is playing the role of
prime minister, although he is not qualified for this role. He changed
from being a treasurer to becoming a manager. Do not you notice that

the Ministers’ Council’s decrees help with big dilemmas … but the MoF
does not comply with these decrees …” UDH6

“To improve our [Budget Department at MoF] work, and make our
projects work well … a department that analyses data to generate
reliable information should be set up. This department should give all
information about the government units … you might see me working
with a government unit for ten years, and they have found a mistake,
but they have kept silent, and have never told me… I do not have the
ability to analyse their data. Even if I have the ability to analyse it, I do
not have time to analyse their data … They [MoF] should increase the
number of staff to enable me to work perfectly …” MBL1
“If the Cost Analysis Department does not analyse and study projects
that cost less than SAR 100 million, this is a disaster.” MAM1
“We suffer because of the MoF. We order quality goods, but they say
take the cheaper and they do not know the differences and the cost
value of the goods.” UBH1

“The problem is that everyone [government units] has his aims and
dreams, and works to achieve them, but this is wrong. The MoF is an
umbrella for everyone, but it cannot achieve everyone’s demands. My
[MoF] resources are limited.” MAH1

“The International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (WB) are
following the budget of every country to undertake an assessment of
every country … So, they would say that dealing with this country is our
responsibility, because its financial system is okay… As the more
revenue expenditures are in the budget, the less the assets projects are
there; therefore, your [the country] assessment will be low in the
estimation of the IMF and the WB.” MBL1

“Operational expenses and salaries must be reduced to publish a
country’s budget that has a great percentage of assets … Imagine that
the government budget has 80% of salaries and operational expenses,
and 7 or 8% for operation and maintenances… Finally, 10 or 12% only
are for projects. Projects are the assets… they [the IMF and the WB] will
put questions marks over the country with these percentages.” MBL1

“They [MoF] collaborate with us [the University], because there is a
surplus of money nowadays, and the government is supporting the
development of Higher Education sector. However, generally, the
approval of budgets depends mainly on the relationships with them …
and sometimes depends on the mood of the responsible person at the
sector [civil service sector at the MoF’s budget department].” UMH2

“During the last six years, we have concentrated on the infrastructure,
after the dramatic increase in the government revenues… and the vision
of Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques to develop the infrastructure of
some counties that used to have less attention than other counties have
led us to spend in them… I [MoF] do not have enough for everyone”
MBH2

“… You cannot say ‘do not buy this equipment, because you do not need
it’. They [government units] know their needs… but I [MoF] can say, ‘why
have you [government units] bought it from this site? Why did you not
buy it from this site which is cheaper?” MBH1
“His Excellency, the Minister [of MoF] asks the Cost Analysis Department
to adopt the highest standards to study the projects, and he asked
government units to provide full studies for their projects.” MAH2

“You [MoF] monitor and review everything, because you would say to
them [government units] go and I will do the job for you…” MBH1

“The MoF makes exemptions to those [government units] who cannot
work with MoF rules. They are not Quran [Expression used to say it is
not changeable] … if the system is not working with you, ask for
exemption, and you will be exempted.” MAH1

“The MoF says ‘thank you, we do not want lots of information, but we
want what we require only in our format’ … This means that the MoF
enables all government units to apply whatever accounting system they
wish to apply, but the MoF only wants the information that it requires …
it gives us flexibility … it is an injustice to say that the MoF prevents any
government units from applying anything other than the government
accounting system.” UFM2
“Previously, the transfer permission must be acquired by the MoF, but
the permission was given to government units two or three years ago.”
MAH2

“Our department [the budget department in the MoF] is incomparable
with before. We now live in a ‘budget spring’ as the ‘Arab Spring’ … the
thinking, the increase of financial resources, the respect of government
units and the people in this sector [civil service sector at the MoF’s
budget department] have all changed dramatically … 40% of us at the
sector are from different professional backgrounds such as engineering
and statistics. So, the thinking of the department has changed.” MBL1

“Some government units sometimes have credits that will be spent
anyway, even though the projects are not useful… It is difficult to give
funding to some government units, because they will misuse it. You will
find it spent on journeys to Europe and hotel bookings” MAH2

“There must be a development for the administrators in the country … if
you look at budget departments in the government units, you will find
25 staff in them, but only two or three who are working.” MBL1

“Projects in the plan are submitted as one page! Where is this and that?
Where is the detailed information? Where are the forms which we have
sent? Why have you not filled in the forms?” MBH2

“No one wants others to take his permission … he wants to control
everything … If universities become flexible and independent, what is
then the role of MoHE!?” UA9
“The MoHE needs to give some permission for universities to have the
freedom to develop, but will the MoHE withhold some of its permissions?
… There will be conflicts of interest. Everyone will say ‘no, because we
want you [the University] to listen to what I say’… these permissions are
their [external parties] power… the MoF wants to intervene in
everything, even in the prices of importing barley.” UMH2

“Even at the level of the University management, they do not want to
give colleges the freedom to make any of their own decisions.” UA9
“Some people think that it [information] is a source of power, and it is
indeed a source of power. He [information holder] feels that if you want
information about students’ welfare without referring back to the
Students’ Welfare Department, I [the Student Welfare Department] have
lost my prestigious and important position… Self-interest needs to be
critically solved by the University management, but the rector tries to
avoid clashing with powerful groups.” UDH4

“There is freedom and self-interest. Sometimes, some - not all government units deliberately delay important projects until the end of
the year in order to send their order with some justifications to the MoF
to

transfer

this

money.

They

spend

them

on

administrative

requirements such as incentives, travel, cars, etc… we are suffering
from this.” MBH2

“The obstacle to the Performance Contract (PC) is that there is no
involvement from the staff with the University goals… People here have
a big problem. They do not feel that the University belongs to them, and
that its development and success is theirs. There is no loyalty to the
University … This has happened, because the University does not give
them the feeling that it is theirs.” UDH6
“Some staff are careless. They do not seem to care about providing
information unless the manager has asked them to do so.… His interests
will not be affected, if he does not provide others with their needs”
UDM5
“We [the University] faced great resistance from staff and academics
when we implemented academic accreditation, because they argued it
would increase their workload … but they got used to it, especially after
they realised its benefits.” UDM5

“The need for an accounting act (law) had been mentioned in GAB’s
annual report. Therefore, this recommendation had been adopted by
Majlis Alshoura, and the Majesty Position has agreed on it.” GAH1
“GAB was given the job [make government accounting rules] two or
three years ago, after it held a seminar about the government
accounting. We [MoF] have participated with it… It [the government
accounting rules] is almost ready, but it has not been officially issued.”
MAM1

“They are a group. GAB, the ministry [MoF], SOCPA, IPA and
consultants…” MAM1

“The system has been sent to the Majesty Position, and might take six or
seven months.” MAM1

“The MoF says ‘thank you, we do not want lots of information, but we
want what we require only in our format’ … This means that the MoF
enables all government units to apply whatever accounting system they
wish to apply, but the MoF only wants the information that it requires …
it gives us flexibility … it is an injustice to say that the MoF prevents any
government units from applying anything other than the government
accounting system.” UFM2

“The government accounting system is very old, and cannot cope with
the improvements in this era. The University’s needs today and the
financial management needs required to lead the University have
changed from the time the government accounting system was first
produced. For example, the University has large ambitions, but the
government rules which are very old challenge them about having
flexibility and authorisation to use them freely as they like.” UFH2
“The government accounting system needs serious updating. It cannot
cope with current needs … There were two or three accounting
developments, but the problem is that the development is based on the
original accounting system not based on what the modern accounting
is.” MAH2,

“If we [the country] say we will change this part and this part, we will
not solve the problem… Since the Saudi Universities are required to

compete with the best 100 universities in the world, you should see the
finance system of the top 200 universities, and apply the same, is not
it?” UMH1
“The government accounting system needs change … It should be looked
into again.” UMH3
“The sterility methods in managing the finance aspects have proved that
they are unproductive.” UDH6
“This era is motivating us to be developed, compete, fast, quality and
control; and to use the latest technology.” MAH2

“There are no calculations for depreciation. We do not even have a
depreciation system.” UDM3
“The

government

accounting

is

unable

to

produce

accounting

information such as student cost and colleges’ portion in the budget …”
UMH2
“This era is motivating … to use the latest technology… When we have
the electronic collecting of revenue, a government unit which used to
collect SAR 5 billion annually is now collecting SAR 7 billion.” MAH2

“We want to improve our accounting system at the University … to have
information quickly and easily …” UFH1
“It [government accounting system] needs to make procedures simple.”
UMH3

“Routine and bureaucracy is diffused in the government finance
transactions.” UA7

“The government accounting and budgeting systems are not helping the
University to produce its needed information… as an independent
institution [the University], it should set its rules itself…” UMH2

“For example, how much has been spent in healthcare? I challenge
anybody to know how much. Although we have the Ministry of Health
and the Red Crescent, we do not know. No one can say this is the right
amount. Even if anyone says this is the right amount, another one will
say it is not. You know why? Because the National Guard has healthcare,
right? A small programme is in the National Guard budget. The Public
Security has also a hospital. All salaries go to the first chapter [the
salary account]. You cannot say how much doctors at the hospital cost.”
MAM1
“The categorisation of the government accounting is vague. Account
number 101 is for civilian salaries. Civilians are the rector, cleaners,
academics and administrators. All of them are civilians and their costs
go to the same account. Can you classify the costs? … You go to the
second account which is for cars. Can you distinguish between the cars
that are for administrators’ use and the cars for academic researchers?
… How can you know the cost of colleges if you cannot have this
information?” MAH1

“We want to improve our accounting system at the University … to not
overlap accounts …” UFH1

“We want to improve our accounting system at the University … to have
information quickly and easily, and to not overlap accounts …. [and] I
will not say to stop faults, but I will say to reduce faults.” UFH1
“We [MoF] are working to make the deposit of funds to constructors
electronic rather than giving them a cheque manually. So, an employee
might put it in his drawer, and procrastinate rather than giving it
directly to the constructor. It is believed to reduce the corruption level…
In contrast, I want the development. I wish the finance transactions are
electronic, so, the MoF can check online to see everything.” MAH2

“The National Commission for Academic Accreditation and Assessment
require the cost of students in order to certify the University. The cost
information is available. Consequently, they have done this study [the
study of the cost of each college].” UBH1
“If we [the country] say we will change this part and this part, we will
not solve the problem… Since the Saudi Universities are required to
compete with the best 100 universities in the world, you should see the
finance system of the top 200 universities, and apply the same, is not
it?” UMH1

“One of the things that have made our work unorganised is the
overlapped rules… There are internal and external regulations (codes)
such as the Academics Regulation (Code) that belongs to the MoHE, and
the Civil Service and Finance Regulations (Codes) … You [the University]
are governed by more than one rule. In the private sector, they set their
rules based on their needs.” UDH4
“The government accounting and budgeting systems are not helping the
University to produce its needed information… as an independent
institution [the University], it should set its rules itself…” UMH2

“There is no concern about the lack of professionals for a developed
government accounting system. Accounting is accounting. The debit is
debit, and the credit is credit. Therefore, a developed accounting system
will not be complex [to government units].” MAM1
“We [the University] developed the Higher Education Regulations (codes)
15 or 16 years ago, but what is needed from the University and the
Higher Education has changed … but the Regulations (codes) have never
changed … Universities have a pioneer role in developing the country
and government institutions. The United States is driven by its
universities … the top 20 US universities lead the country, and they
produce and generate the country’s strategies.” UMH2

“I do not believe that there is anybody that does not wish to see such
development either in the University or outside.” UDH3
“Everybody

requires

it

[accounting

information

and

statistics].

Everybody wants it.” UDH4

“PC will not fail. We [the University] faced great resistance from staff
and academics, when we implemented academic accreditation, because
they argued it would increase their workload … but they got used to it,
especially after they realised its benefits.” UDM5
“Applying two accounting systems …. The work will be duplicated which
will generate delays and stress on employees who would feel aversion to
the work … you know we only have a few tools that we can use to
attract and motivate employees” UFM2

“The academic accreditation requires that diffusion of accounting
information at the University… and it [academic accreditation] requires
every college to have its budget … and to have the cost of each student
in every programme.” UMH2
“I [Finance Department] receive orders from colleges asking about some
accounting and financial information for academic accreditation.” UFH2

“Will the MoF ask why you have depreciation? No, but this would be
welcome.” UDH3
“The MoF says ‘thank you, we do not want lots of information, but we
want what we require only in our format’ … This means that the MoF
enables all government units to apply whatever accounting system they
wish to apply, but the MoF only wants the information that it requires …
it gives us flexibility … it is an injustice to say that the MoF prevents any
government units from applying anything other than the government
accounting system.” UFM2

“We [the University] cannot stop using the government accounting
system, because you [the University] are linked with the MoF, even in the
University budget and its timing.” UFM1

“However, the University is the most university that order changes and
developments. As a member of the University Council, I see the
University request a change in a regulation (code) in every meeting…”
UA9

“There are people [in the University] that are working hard. They work
day and night. They work on Thursday and Friday [the weekend days in
Saudi Arabia]. Some say XXX [name of the University] is spoiled! What is

spoilt? No, they shy away from the MoF, and they follow up their stuff.
Ermmm some of them…” MBL1
“… See, we [the University] are transparent. The University is working
hard. All our approved projects in the budget are done. So, the MoF gave
us a huge budget. Other universities ask the MoF to give them the same
budget as ours, but the MoF replied to them saying, ‘work as XXX [name
of the University] and we will give you the same budget’. Other
universities have been working, for instance, on projects for the last five
or six years, and they have not yet finished them.” UBH1

“The problem of XXX [name of the rector] is that he pulled us, and
launched us as a rocket that goes faster than our expectations. The
rules surrounding him do not help him, but he is going anyway.” UFH2
“The rector said that every dean is XXX [name of the rector] in his
college, and you are responsible in your college… This is what the rector
is working for. He works to make every college independent.” UDM5
“Wait a second. You are saying this because you are thinking of XXX
[name of the rector] . Do not put XXX [name of the rector] in your mind,
and think of anybody to give him SAR 8 billion. I beat you, if you agree
to give him… Are all people XXX [name of the rector]? I will put the
fingerprints of all my fingers and toes to sign that he is not a thief. I
believe that he does not put a penny in his pocket… There are levels of
honesty. For example, if you give someone SAR 8 billion, and he steals
SAR 5 million, I consider him honest. My brother, you give someone [the
rector] SAR 8 billion, and he spends SAR 6 billion, and refund the rest to
me [MoF]. You know or do not know?” MBL1

“The University’s deputies always ask for reports and accounting
information … and general managers …” UFL2

“The government told the University to implement any idea, and prove
its benefits, and the government will apply it.” UMH1
“I could be persuaded to give the University its budget as a total with
great freedom over it, but 60 or 70% of the government units - no.”
MAH2

“Higher Education rules said conditional and unconditional endowments
and grants should be deposited in an account independent from the
government accounting accounts. The rules have no influence on this
account, and the endowments and grants should be spent according to
their conditions… We [the University] have written to the MoF saying
that the Higher Education rules said this and that, and is there any
obstacle to opening an account for endowment and grants? They
replied, ‘no no no, we [MoF] are not related to this money, because it is
not from the government budget.” UDH6
“Having costs information and information on the return of these costs
to assess your [the University] performance is a determinant to
becoming a university of distinction. We [the University] are not
interested in the ceremonial control of the University, as to check who
has signed a cheque, for instance, rather than check whether we had
applied the highest efficiency in this transaction or not.” UMH2

“We [college] suffer from it [government rules] more than you might
imagine. You [college] ask the University to employ a distinctive
academic, but they [the University] refuse, because the salary is too
high. The rules [that is imposed on the University] have set fixed salaries
for all academics based on their grade and experience… during the last
two years, the University has found a program called ‘Attracting
Outstanding Faculty and Researchers Program’ which pay the extras to
academics from the University free fund. For example, if a college wants
an academic, and the University offer which is based on the government
rules is too low, the program will pay the rest to let the academic join
the University.” UA9
“There are clashes. Dr. XXX [the rector name] encourages the
development and liberation … but obsolete rules challenge you to
improve your work. For example, you want to bring a distinctive
academic from the US or Britain … How much does he want? He might
be looking for SAR 100,000 or 150,000. However, you apply to the
University for this distinctive academic. They will say his grade is
assistant professor, and he has five years’ experience. And they will say,
‘okay, his salary is SAR 8000!!’ So, how can you bring such distinctive
academics, and how can you motivate people to be motivated, if your
rules are so inflexible!? … This is what makes the University fail in this
point.” UPM1

“We [the University] are perfect now … there are only small bits that
need updating” UFM1
“We [the University] do not need accounting like that in the companies,
because they aim to make profit, whereas we have a different scenario.
The government accounting is revenues minus expenditures; therefore,
the output is different.” UFM1
“The government accounting is very good, and there are no problems …
I [the government] do not have profit to have depreciation and other
accounting techniques … I [the government] am like a father spending
on his son who is not supposed to pay back.” GAM1

“We [the University] cannot stop using the government accounting
system, because you [the University] are linked with the MoF, even in the
University budget and its timing.” UFM1
“The MoHE needs to give some permission for universities to have the
freedom to develop, but will the MoHE withhold some of its permissions?
… There will be conflicts of interest. Everyone will say ‘no, because we
want you [the University] to listen to what I say’… these permissions are
their [external parties] power… the MoF wants to intervene in
everything, even in the prices of importing barley.” UMH2
“This is not a MoF decision [to give freedom to some government units].
This is controlled by the government rules which need permission from
the government to be changed.” MBH2
“The University is part of this government, and cannot apply anything
other than the government rules, but I think the government gave
permission to the University to apply any methods, and prove its
benefits. Therefore, the decision maker [the government] will apply

these methods. I believe that the government will apply the developed
accounting system, if the University can prove its benefit.” UMH1

“For example, how much has been spent in healthcare? I challenge
anybody to know how much. Although we have the Ministry of Health
and the Red Crescent, we do not know. No one can say this is the right
amount. Even if anyone says this is the right amount, another one will
say it is not. You know why? Because the National Guard has healthcare,
right? A small programme is in the National Guard budget. The Public
Security has also a hospital. All salaries go to the first chapter [the
salary account]. You cannot say how much doctors at the hospital cost.”
MAM1
“The current budget system says account number 221 is for tables,
chairs, computers, printers, etc. It gives you 50 kinds of expenditure in
one account. You see the account number 224 which is for equipment,
devices, computers and printers. What is this? It is duplication.” MAH1
“We want to improve our accounting system at the University … to not
overlap accounts …” UFH1
“The cost information [in the University] is not accurate, but it is cost
accounting at least. We [the University] applied a form of reverse
engineering to implement it, why? Universities do not have the right
accounting. Our accounting is based on chapters and accounts [the
budget classification] which is not right.” UMH2

“Applying two accounting systems …. The work will be duplicated which
will generate delays and stress on employees who would feel aversion to
the work … you know we only have a few tools that we can use to
attract and motivate employees” UFM2
“I [college or the University] gave rewards for research. The problem is
that the rewards are prohibited here. It is not allowed to give your
colleague a reward.” UA6

“Applying two accounting systems …. The work will be duplicated which
will generate delays and stress on employees who would feel aversion to
the work … when we implemented MADAR, we had to use the old system
in parallel to compare the output. The staff were averse to this, but the
MADAR company helped us and, motivated our staff … you know we
only have a few tools that we can use to attract and motivate
employees” UFM2
“GAB says ‘do not be afraid of us, because we [GAB] treat you
differently’, but we [the University] are frightened of them … I see their
[GAB] notices which say ‘you [the University] made a mistake as the
military did in 1396 AH (1976) …’ You must not treat me as the
military. The University has developed and has many projects such as
joining a union with other universities … my [the University] employees
are the foundation of the University improvement, and if I [the
University] do not attract them with attractive financial offers and
incentives, they will not join the University… GAB sends a notice saying,
for instance, that the act (law) that has been issued in 1390 AH (1970)
prohibited government units from honouring their employees! So, who

will honour them then!? If an employee wins a Nobel Prize, I should not
honour him/her!? The government accounting and budget accounts are
old and do not cope with current-day needs, and the rules as well… They
[GAB and other government bodies] say ‘give them [transport] tickets or
overtime!’ Are you [GAB and other government bodies] teaching us to
cheat and corrupt!?...” UFH2

“There must be a development for the administrators in the country … if
you look at budget departments in the government units, you will find
25 staff in them, but only two or three who are working.” MBL1
“Sure, there is a shortage of professionals and culture. There is no
balance between the level of the government projects and the experience
gained by Saudi citizens working in the government units.” MBH1

“The University has professionals. The University has more employees
than it needs. How many employees are at the University?” UPM2
“The professionalism of finance staff in government units is low… They
will be okay, if they get trained.” UMH3

“We [the University] are allocating costs to colleges, but we used to
allocate them to three categories of students - humanity, science and
medical science students.” UBH1

“…the work has been moved to us [the Budget Department] to calculate
the costs for every college.” UBH1
“It is a committee that I am part of, and it is headed by the Assistant
Deputy. The task of the committee is to allocate costs to cost centres,
because the system [MADAR] is under construction.” UFH2
“Mr. Mohammad XXX has calculated the cost to every college … we [the
University] calculated the costs in a ‘reverse engineering’ approach.
Why? Because we [the University] do not have the correct accounting
system.” UMH2

“We are always, me and Mr. XXX [name of the Finance Department
manager] turning to the second page of all transactions to check that
they are allocated to the right cost centre.” UFM2
“We [Finance Department] have just started to allocate expenditures to
colleges since the beginning of the year. We used to allocate it to the
University cost centre.” UFL2

“MADAR has helped us to go down in the level of accounts. It helped us
to expand our accounting tree… The distinctive feature of our latest
computer system is that it enables us to filter and categorise the data.
Furthermore, we could now have the info transferred to Microsoft Word
and Excel and as a Pdf. Therefore, as we could take the data to Excel, we
could select a particular cell and leave the others in order to analyse the
data… with these abilities with MADAR we could choose the cost driver
and have accurate costs.” UFM2

“For example, how much has been spent in healthcare? I challenge
anybody to know how much. Although we have the Ministry of Health
and the Red Crescent, we do not know. No one can say this is the right
amount. Even if anyone says this is the right amount, another one will
say it is not. You know why? Because the National Guard has healthcare,
right? A small programme is in the National Guard budget. The Public
Security has also a hospital. All salaries go to the first chapter [the
salary account]. You cannot say how much doctors at the hospital cost.”
MAM1
“The categorisation of the government accounting is vague. Account
number 101 is for civilian salaries. Civilians are the rector, cleaners,
academics and administrators. All of them are civilians and their costs
go to the same account. Can you classify the costs? … You go to the
second account which is for cars. Can you distinguish between the cars
that are for administrators’ use and the cars for academic researches?
… How can you know the cost of colleges if you cannot have this
information?” MAH1

“It [GFS] enables more accurate information. If you currently ask for
expenditure on employees, we [MoF] cannot give you more than their
monthly salary; we cannot see other expenditures.” MBH2
“They [GFS] have increased the number of accounts.” MAM1
“Go and see the current accounts. They are vague. Account number 101,
for instance, is for much expenditure… Now with GFS, they will
categorise all expenditures. So, you will see a category called employees
which will have underneath it all the expenditures on the employees…
with the current system, in every account you would find expenditures
on employees. Therefore, it is impossible to know how much was spent
on employees… the new system will increase the chapters of the budget
from 4 to 8 chapters, and the 100 accounts that we currently have will
increase to 1500 account under the GFS … we can have 300 accounts
from one account of the current system” MAH1

“The academic accreditation requires the diffusion of accounting
information at the University… and it [academic accreditation] requires
every college to have its budget … and to have the cost of each student
on every programme.” UMH2
“The National Commission for Academic Accreditation and Assessment
require the cost of students in order to certify the University. The cost

information is available. Consequently, they have done this study [the
study of the cost of each college].” UBH1

“MADAR has helped us to go down in the level of accounts. It helped us
to expand our accounting tree… The distinctive feature of our latest
computer system is that it enables us to filter and categorise the data.
Furthermore, we could now have the info transferred to Microsoft Word
and Excel and as a Pdf. Therefore, as we could take the data to Excel, we
could select a particular cell and leave the others in order to analyse the
data… with these abilities with MADAR we could choose the cost driver
and have accurate costs.” UFM2
“It is a committee that I am part of, and it is headed by the Assistant
Deputy. The task of the committee is to allocate costs to cost centres,
because the system [MADAR] is under construction.” UFH2

“The academic accreditation, for planning, for budget and MoF are all
asking for the cost of information.” UBH1
“We [the University] are allocating costs to colleges, but we used to
allocate them to three categories of students - humanity, science and
medical science students.” UBH1

“The University management asks for costs information of the colleges
… in order to allocate the budget to colleges.” UBM1
“We

[Finance

Department]

have

been

asked

by

the

University

management to do this [to allocate costs to colleges], and this is the
right way.” UFL3
“The cost information helped me to assess the price value of the
University’s modules. For example, I [the University] will stop a module,
if the graduates of this module cannot find a job after graduation and
the costs of this module are too high.” UMH3
“Of course, every dean and the University should know the cost of
students in every college and every module… You should ask how much
does a student cost in order to know the feasibility of the module… and
to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of the module… We are looking
to the economic standards as we are looking for the academic
standards. So, how can we spend the Riyal that comes to the University
in efficient and economical ways?” UMH2
“For example, I should send my dentistry students to the US to study
there, if the costs there are less than in the University, where a dentistry
student costs … $90.000 a year.” UPM1
“I [the University] should not be seeking profit maximisation to apply
cost accounting … I will need such information to persuade the MoF of
my budget, when the country revenues go down, and the MoF starts to
be cautious in approving budgets.” UDH3

“I [the University] find difficulties in allocating the budget to colleges,
because I do not know the last-year costs of students in every college.”
UFH2

“The college’s main roles are teaching and research, but we [college] see
it [cost information] in some reports that have part for cost information
… and we do not always have the cost information … We do not use it
for decision making.” UA4
“The colleges do not receive any cost information.” UA9
“I do not know the students costs in my college, and I do not care about
this information.” UA2
“This information [cost information] is not yet available, but we have
hunches.” UMH1

“For example, how much has been spent in healthcare? I challenge
anybody to know how much. Although we have the Ministry of Health
and the Red Crescent, we do not know. No one can say this is the right
amount. Even if anyone says this is the right amount, another one will
say it is not. You know why? Because the National Guard has healthcare,
right? A small programme is in the National Guard budget. The Public
Security has also a hospital. All salaries go to the first chapter [the

salary account]. You cannot say how much doctors at the hospital cost.”
MAM1
“The categorisation of the government accounting is vague. Account
number 101 is for civilian salaries. Civilians are the rector, cleaners,
academics and administrators. All of them are civilians and their costs
go to the same account. Can you classify the costs? … You go to the
second account which is for cars. Can you distinguish between the cars
that are for administrators’ use and the cars for academic researches?
… How can you know the cost of colleges if you cannot have this
information?” MAH1

“Our problem is with the user [users of MADAR at the Finance
Department]. We cannot manage this user. We have quantity but not
quality. The way employees are employed at the University does not
differentiate between candidates, and the University cannot change this,
because it is enforced by the government in the Civil Service Act (Law).
The government rules do not treat creative and well-working employees
any differently to those who are less productive than them… Some
employees do not have the willingness to even search for the cost driver.
He [the employee] opens and sees a file of transaction that belongs to
the Education College. He would not search for the Education College’s
cost centre, if he cannot remember it, but he will allocate it to the
University’s cost driver! … you know we only have a few tools that we
can use to attract and motivate employees” UFM2

“We are always, me and Mr. XXX [name of the Finance Department
manager] turning to the second page of all transactions to check that
they are allocated to the right cost centre.” UFM2
“You know we only have a few tools that we can use to attract and
motivate employees.” UFM2

“Look, the level of transparency is not high.” UA7
“There is a phobia of spreading information, even within the University.
Some people think it is dangerous to publish any information.” UDH4

“His Excellence the rector talked about PC at the launch of the
University’s Strategic Plan…. He said we want to follow the path of
Singaporean universities which had been made public, and were
liberated… The University should be assessed by the government. If I
[the University] have achieved the requirements, I take full control over
my budget. If not, punish me.” UPM3

“The University is working now to draw up contracts with the
government … the government should be assessing our quality and the
service we provide… With PC, the budget will not be classified to
accounts, after the MoF approves them. No, PC will make the
government give us our entire budget.” UMH3
“In order to succeed in PC, the University must be a public institution
that set its regulations (codes).” UMH2

“The University has people like you that are ambitious and goal-seeking
… They have asked us to set finance rules and directives.” UFM2

“What is PC? … I do not know anything about it.” MAM1
“PC is not in the role of deputy of health specialisations… but we know
the University management is working in it.” UMH1

“PC would change lots of things. Many decrees will be issued as many
rules will be changed.” UMH2
“It [PC] needs hard work to get the approval. First, it should be approved
by the Universities Council headed by the Custodian of the Two Holy
Mosques [the King].” UFM2

“PC has many benefits, one of which is the reduction of bureaucracy.
Transfers will become easier, as the rector will have the rights to make
such decisions. The funds will not be spent unless there are determined
and clear goals and aims… PC gives flexibility, and as a return there will
be accountability. It means that you will ask me at the end of the year this is the aims and goals, how many have you achieved?” UMH3
“They [government rules] do not allow you to develop, do not allow you
to transfer, do not allow you to be free… PC will set up a contract that
says you [the University] should graduate 200 GP, 500 engineer, blah,
blah, blah, and a number of published papers, and I [the University]
should be in the top 300 in Chinghai… ermmm …and in the top 200 in
this and that. You [government] should give me better rules. I have
employees that I cannot punish or fire them, although their productivity
is zero.” UMH2
“The government accounting and budgeting systems are not helping the
University to produce its needed information… as an independent
institution [the University], it should set its own rules … The employees
are employed forever, and the University cannot fire them. There should
be contracts with the academics based on their performance…” UMH2

“First, I believe that the change to this way [PC] is important, if we want
to develop. We cannot succeed without this [PC]. Second, is its
implementation going to be easy? I think it is like any other thing in life.
The first days will attract some resistance as it will be something
strange to people here, but I think the University has the ability to deal
with all of these problems very quickly.” UMH1

“We [the University] are not interested in the ceremonial control of the
University, as to check who has signed a cheque, for instance, rather
than check whether we had applied the highest efficiency in this
transaction or not.” UMH2
“The flexibility of the Riyal with PC will be high. I believe a flexible Riyal
has more purchase power than an inflexible Riyal… I believe that our
projects will not succeed if we do not have financial freedom and
flexibility.” UMH1
“This [PC] is called projects budget, whereas we have the accounts
budget. In the former, XXX [name of the University] is a project, where
accounts budget says you [the University] order and we approve your
budget. The defect of the latter is that it might miss buying best projects
… In my opinion, projects budget has more advantages than the other
budget, if there is follow-up and assessment of their performance.”
GAH1

“In the next few years, you might not see any change, because the
colleges are ruled by an old generation who are over 60 years old… but
I think there will be changes in the future, when a new blood come into
power. Old people do not like change.” UA2
“The culture of freedom does exist in the University, but it is restricted
by the bureaucracy of the rules… the MoHE rules.” UA9
“If the Majesty Position agrees [to PC]… Yes, we can with no doubt. We
[the University] have the ability to be free and independent. What makes
a university like King Abdullah University become an independent one,
yet our desire for independence is resisted? How come a University that

was founded three months ago become independent, while we cannot?”
UMH2
“The real life and the needs have led the University to PC. If you talk to
anybody, he will tell you that there must be flexibility and administrative
and financial independence for the reliable institutions. If we have
trusted the University to teach our children, how cannot we trust it to
deal with its administrative and financial aspects?” UA9

“Sometimes a government unit asks for a 500-bed hospital for SAR 500
million, and we approve it… After the approval, we are surprised that it
asks to transfer the fund to build an employees’ club or they want to
pay for travel to Europe. The government unit thinks that these things
have a positive impact on the doctors and employees, but the MoF thinks
differently; it has different priorities.” MAH2
“The variances in the projects budget [PC] are higher than the accounts
budget. Consequently, it is dangerous to have a project budget as
government units might misuse the public funds. Therefore, we stayed
with the account budget.” GAH1
“Some government units will… ermmm …spend on some things and
leave very important projects.” GAM1
“There must be a development for the administrators in the country … if
you look at budget departments in the government units, you will find
25 staff in them, but only two or three who are working.” MBL1

“PC will be implemented after 50 years Allah willing… the absence of
development

for

administrators

in

the

country

…

has

led

to

administration corruption… and has led to defects in the administration
work in the government.” MBL1
“He distributes it to his account as he likes and based on his needs. This
is what made XXX [the rector name] happy. I am not talking about XXX
[the rector name]… ‘Oh guys let go this summer to visit Alfahad [me].
How much will it cost? SAR 300?’ … No one can ask him how much is the
third of the three [Expression that means no one can accuse him for
what he has done].” MAM1

“The University is part of the country’s economy. It is part of the
government budget. It is impossible to give its budget as a total.” MAH1
“This [PC] disrupts the rules. It disrupts the government budget rules.”
MBH2
“I believe that the MoF is the biggest obstacle to the development of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. I believe that the MoF is playing the role of
prime minister, although he is not qualified for this role. He changed
from being a treasurer to becoming a manager. Do not you notice that
the Ministers’ Council’s decrees help with big dilemmas … but the MoF
does not comply with these decrees …” UDH6
“The MoHE needs to give some permission for universities to have the
freedom to develop, but will the MoHE withhold some of its permissions?
… There will be conflicts of interest. Everyone will say ‘no, because we
want you [the University] to listen to what I say’… these permissions are
their [external parties] power… the MoF wants to intervene in
everything, even in the prices of importing barley.” UMH2

“He distributes it to his account as he likes and based on his needs. This
is what made XXX [the rector name] happy. I am not talking about XXX
[the rector name]… ‘Oh guys let’s go this summer to visit Alfahad [me].
How much will it cost? SAR 300?’ … No one can ask him how much is the
third of the three [Expression that means no one can accuse him for
what he has done]…Will he say I have put this money in my pocket? He
will say I have spent it on this and that based on my vision and
priorities!” MAM1
“You cannot give anything freely without determination, but in my
opinion, projects’ budget has more advantages than the other budget, if
there is a follow-up and assessment of their performance… There must
be accountability otherwise it is wrong… The management should be
capable for such freedom.” GAH1
“If you can give me 20 government units that can be free, I will think
two of them are okay and the other not. Do not lie to each other… If you
go to any university, we will see all their finance and administration
managers are academics. How can an academic understand finance or
accounting?” MAH1
“If you ask me as an academic, I will say that we cannot be like western
countries. First, professionalism of the public employees is too low, and
accountability is missing. Third, we [in Saudi] focus on the documentary
audit, not on the performance audit, while in the west they focus more
on performance.” UMH32

“The variances in the projects budget [PC] are higher than the accounts
budget. Consequently, it is dangerous to have a project budget as
government units might misuse the public funds. Therefore, we stayed
with the account budget.” GAH1

“Have you ever seen a minister who has been called to account?” UDH6

“Will he say I have put this money in my pocket? He will say I have spent
it on this and that based on my vision and priorities! … Some projects
needs more than one year to be completed, and ready to be assessed.
So, how can we assess them?” MAM1

“The colleges now have freedom. XXX [name of the rector] always says
clearly that every college dean is XXX [name of the rector] in his
college… He [the rector] motivates people to work without any financial
restrictions. However, everything should go through the official
procedures. In other words, if you want to buy something, you can, but
you have to complete all the MoF’s requirements before purchasing
them.” UPM1
“The University started to give its units their operational budgets … but
you [the University] do not give them, because the government rules say
that the spending must be done by the University management. We are
now treating every college as if they have a minister who can spend the
budget.” UFH2

“We [college] have no right to add to the hierarchy of the college, and
the University’s management also cannot do this… I am telling you that
there is no budget in the college. The rule even says the college has no
authority to open a bank account… if we want a staff member, we place
the order with the University management, and a person comes to us.
So, we cannot employ anyone independently…” UA4
“I do not have an accounting unit here [college]. There is not even an
accountant.” UA6

“The rector said that every dean is XXX [name of the rector] in his
college, and you are responsible in your college… This is what the rector
is working for. He works to make every college independent.” UDM5
“Every college has its freedom. They [colleges] have an account for
research that can be distributed as they like. However, some accounts
are dealt with centrally. Therefore, they ask, and we allocate to them.”
UMH2
“Some colleges are given some accounts. For example, some colleges
need to buy drugs or equip laboratories.” UBM1
“I [dean of the college] have SAR 200.000 as a loan… I can spend this
loan as I like, but there are some restrictions. For example, I cannot buy
furniture because we [the University] have a furniture account…
However, this loan is flexible to some extent and has freedom.” UA6

“We [college] receive the budget in total, after we submit our needs… We
decide the goods that we want, and we buy them based on the
government rules.” UA2

“‘First come first served’ has some reality. Secondly, the college
reputation, the power of the dean and the relationship with college and
University managements all work together.” UA3
“The budget is spent based on ‘first order first served’.” UA2
“I will not hide on you. This is not the behaviour of academics. Deans
should not occupy his colleagues’ budget.” UA6

“I do not know why they give, for instance, SAR 2 million for purchases,
and I have to spend it on purchases. I might want to spend it on hiring
staff. Sometimes I have some money in an account, and I do not need to
buy anything, but we think that we shall spend this money, as we might
receive nothing next year at the time we are in need. However, we end
up leaving our purchases in stores, and no one uses them.” UA4

“There are some people [colleges] who prepare their budgets in advance.
Consequently, they become ready, when the University budget arrives.
However, others do not start working until the University budget
arrives. Therefore, the former spend the budget during the year, but the
latter might have delays until the end of the year. At the same time, the
University has a budget that must be spent. So, they withdraw it from
the latter and give it to the former.” UA6

“I [dean of the college] have SAR 200.000 as a loan… I can spend this
loan as I like, but there are some restrictions. For example, I cannot buy
furniture because we [the University] have a furniture account…
However, this loan is flexible to some extent and has freedom.” UA6
“The dean has SAR 200.000 which can be used freely. A vice rector can
have a loan of SAR 500.000, and SAR 1m is for the rector.” UBM1

“Accounting information is not used for decision making … We
[academic department] deal only with academic work.” UA5

“The University is trying to negotiate PC with the MoHE, the Ministry of
Civil Service and others to give the University complete independence
over its budget, but it has not succeeded yet. Therefore, it might
implement it [PC] internally. The colleges now have freedom.” UPM1
“The academic accreditation requires the diffusion of accounting
information at the University… and it [academic accreditation] requires

every college to have its budget … and to have the cost of each student
on every programme… In contrast, every unit participates in preparing
the University budget, as it is one of the academic accreditation
requirements.” UMH2
“Commissions of academic accreditation require that the finance system
…ermmm …the colleges have their own budgets. The dean should be
able to spend the budget, buy goods, and make contracts in his/her
college… This does not exist, and is not thought of.” UDM5

“I believe that it is impossible to develop the academic side, if we isolate
it from the administration and finance sides… Consequently, any
strategic plan that does not mention financial issues is dreams.” UMH1
“Colleges know better about their needs.” UA5

“I am asking to have all our [the college] money… For example, I say to
the University management why have you reserved the research chair’s
funds? Give me these funds… The rector does not have any objection to
giving us these funds.” UA6
“We have asked too many times to have our own budget.” UA2
“The current system has advantages and disadvantages … The
advantages that come to my mind are that the University management
takes the difficult jobs off the colleges’ shoulders. The University buys
for us, and makes direct contact with dealers and others. Therefore, if
the colleges take on this role, many central departments that are
currently located in the University management will move to the
colleges. This will waste much of our time and power which should be
focused on the colleges’ essential work which is teaching and research…
I am happy now as we are like customers to the University management

which provides us with all our needs… but the main disadvantage of this
system is that it has imposed many restrictions on us.” UA4

“If you give me SAR 5 million to spend it as I like, we [the college] will
spend it efficiently. Efficiency increases when there is decentralisation.”
UA4
“The flexibility of the Riyal with PC will be high. I believe a flexible Riyal
has more purchase power than an inflexible Riyal… I believe that our
projects will not succeed if we do not have financial freedom and
flexibility.” UMH1
“If the Majesty Position agrees [to PC]… Yes, we can with no doubt. We
[the University] have the ability to be free and independent. What makes
a university like King Abdullah University become an independent one,
yet our desire for independence is resisted? How come a University that
was founded three months ago become independent, while we cannot?”
UMH2

“BTEC reduces or removes the bureaucracy. Imagine that there is one
department for furniture, for instance, in the whole University. The
University has 7000 academics, 70,000 student and some thousands of
administrators. This imposes huge pressures in the departments. As a
consequence, there are delays and mistakes.” UA4
“Some departments sign that the ordered equipment and goods have
been brought and installed by dealers, although they have not yet
arrived at the University, because they want to acquire as much funds
as they can, before others get their hands on it. The University says that
if you do not take the funds and spend it in a very short period of time,

the funds will be allocated to someone else. This puts huge pressure on
us, and we have no other option than to carry out illegal practices.” UA2
“We [college] hope that we can buy for ourselves in order to visit the
factory and check the goods… We have received computers that the
University management has bought. We discovered that the computers
have unoriginal parts, because we are engineers. We refused to take
them, but other colleges have taken them… What happened? They come
after one academic term. Therefore, we sometimes accept low quality
and cheap prices to make our work flow.” UA6

“We [college] have no right to add to the hierarchy of the college, and
the University’s management also cannot do this… I am telling you that
there is no budget in the college. The rule even says the college has no
authority to open a bank account… if we want a staff member, we place
the order with the University management, and a person comes to us.
So, we cannot employ anyone independently…” UA4
“The rule is an obstacle [to BTEC]. The financial rule is an obstacle.”
UA7
“I do not have an accounting unit here [college]. There is not even an
accountant.” UA6

“The current system has advantages and disadvantages … The
advantages that come to my mind are that the University management
takes the difficult jobs off the colleges’ shoulders. The University buys
for us, and makes direct contact with dealers and others. Therefore, if
the colleges take on this role, many central departments that are
currently located in the University management will move to the
colleges. This will waste much of our time and power which should be
focused on the colleges’ essential work which is teaching and research…
I am happy now as we are like customers to the University management
which provides us with all our needs… but the main disadvantage of this
system is that it has imposed many restrictions on us.” UA4

“I do not think there is any resistance to BTEC, as the college will benefit
from it… If a [academic] department want to buy something, it would
apply to its college’s dean or college council who will approve it.
However, it should apply to the University management with the current
system which will take a very long time to be done.” UDM5
“I believe that it is impossible to develop the academic side, if we isolate
it from administration and finance sides… Consequently, any strategic
plan that does not mention financial issues is dreams.” UMH1

“GFS is a statistical system, not an accounting system … Statistical
systems come from the IMF … It classify expenditure.” MAM1
“The most important thing that GFS has brought is that your budget
[Saudi budget] can be read by other countries.” MBL1

“For example, how much has been spent in healthcare? I challenge
anybody to know how much. Although we have the Ministry of Health
and the Red Crescent, we do not know. No one can say this is the right
amount. Even if anyone says this is the right amount, another one will
say it is not. You know why? Because the National Guard has healthcare,
right? A small programme is in the National Guard budget. The Public
Security has also a hospital. All salaries go to the first chapter [the
salary account]. You cannot say how much doctors at the hospital cost.”
MAM1
“The categorisation of the government accounting is vague. Account
number 101 is for civilian salaries. Civilians are the rector, cleaners,
academics and administrators. All of them are civilians and their costs
go to the same account. Can you classify the costs? … You go to the
second account which is for cars. Can you distinguish between the cars
that are for administrators’ use and the cars for academic researches?
… How can you know the cost of colleges if you cannot have this
information?” MAH1
“Go and see the current accounts. They are vague. Account number 101,
for instance, is for much expenditure… Now with GFS, they will

categorise all expenditures. So, you will see a category called employees
which will have underneath it all the expenditures on the employees…
with the current system, in every account you would find expenditures
on employees. Therefore, it is impossible to know how much was spent
on employees… the new system will increase the chapters of the budget
from 4 to 8 chapters, and the 100 accounts that we currently have will
increase to 1500 account under the GFS … we can have 300 accounts
from one account of the current system” MAH1

“The MoF is behind, and supports, GFS.” MAH1
“The Minister and the departments [of MoF] demand the implementation
of GFS.” MDM1
“GFS will help XXX [name of the University] by producing more
information, if they want to take decisions.” MAH1
“It [GFS] enables more accurate information. If you currently ask for
expenditure on employees, we [MoF] cannot give you more than their
monthly salary; we cannot see other expenditures.” MBH2

“For example, how much has been spent in healthcare? I challenge
anybody to know how much. Although we have the Ministry of Health
and the Red Crescent, we do not know. No one can say this is the right
amount. Even if anyone says this is the right amount, another one will
say it is not. You know why? Because the National Guard has healthcare,
right? A small programme is in the National Guard budget. The Public
Security has also a hospital. All salaries go to the first chapter [the
salary account]. You cannot say how much doctors at the hospital cost.”
MAM1
“The categorisation of the government accounting is vague. Account
number 101 is for civilian salaries. Civilians are the rector, cleaners,
academics and administrators. All of them are civilians and their costs
go to the same account. Can you classify the costs? … You go to the
second account which is for cars. Can you distinguish between the cars
that are for administrators’ use and the cars for academic researches?
… How can you know the cost of colleges if you cannot have this
information?” MAH1
“Go and see the current accounts. They are vague. Account number 101,
for instance, is for much expenditure… Now with GFS, they will
categorise all expenditures. So, you will see a category called employees
which will have underneath it all the expenditures on the employees…
with the current system, in every account you would find expenditures
on employees. Therefore, it is impossible to know how much was spent
on employees… the new system will increase the chapters of the budget
from 4 to 8 chapters, and the 100 accounts that we currently have will
increase to 1500 account under the GFS … we can have 300 accounts
from one account of the current system” MAH1

“If the budget accounts increase, the need to transfer will reduce. The
variance percentage will decrease from 25% to 5%.” MAM1

“Who said that GFS will increase centralisation and transfer orders? Is
he from the Ministry [MoF] or from outside? [I said it is from outside the
Ministry] They used to play as they like [with the current system]. They
buy anything in the furniture account, but GFS will make them buy what
they have ordered from the MoF. This is the reason why I asked if he is
from the Ministry or not.” MAM1
“I think it [GFS] will increase the accuracy, but it will reduce the
efficiency.” UMH1

“Employees have not got used to GFS. They will resist it… There will be
some obstacles. If GFS is implemented, you [MoF] will face huge
obstacles. ” MDM1
“There should be training courses for the government employees in
order to make GFS succeed.” MBH2
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The paradigm model is defined and explained in section 7.3.
The three stages are open, axial and selective coding.
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Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin are the main writers on GT.
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deciders

Mzenzi (2013) explained the meaning of and differences between decoupling and loose coupling by
saying “The literature offers different but closely related interpretation of the words ‘loose coupling’ and
‘decoupling’. Loose coupling is when the external and internal structures/procedures are different but are
closely interdependent while decoupling is when the internal and external structures/procedures are
distinct and separate (Basu et al., 1999; Fogarty and Rogers, 2005)” (p. 188).
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The Financial Directives for the Budget and Accounts is the name of the Saudi government accounting
rule.
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This study is not about Saudi Arabia, but the researcher considered it useful to refer to it in order to
enrich the discussion, particularly as the case study University is facing almost the same issues.
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Glaser (2007) argued that formal grounded theory should be left for other quantitative studies to
validate the theory, and he believes that substantive theory can provide the higher level of generalisation
(Mzenzi, 2013).
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70% of the public universities in Saudi Arabia are 10 years old or less (MoHE, 2014).
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Total Revenues

Total Expenditures

Year

Oil
Revenues

Other
Revenues

Total
Revenues

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990 1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

5119
7122
9685
13480
39285
94190
93481
121191
114042
115078
189295
319305
328594
186006
145123
121348
88425
42464
67405
49400
75900

549
818
1435
1888
2420
5913
9903
14766
16617
16427
21901
28795
39412
60176
61296
50161
45140
34034
36406
36200
38700

5668
7940
11120
15368
41705
100103
103384
135957
130659
131505
211196
348100
368006
246182
206419
171509
133565
76498
103811
85600
114600

3853
3989
4756
5654
8470
15207
37931
73621
71417
83488
102448
132661
113636
102248
124052
121696
119865
98894
134419
116283
118303

2175
2304
3374
4504
10125
19832
43304
54652
66631
64484
83277
104094
171014
142664
106134
94667
64139
38528
50500
24573
36567

6028
6293
8130
10158
18595
35039
81235
128273
138048
147972
185725
236755
284650
244912
230186
216363
184004
137422
184919
140856
154870

246297

70342

316639

377205

110220

487425

128790
105976
95505
105728
135982
159985
79998
104447

40857
35469
33486
40772
43103
45515
61610
43007

169647
141445
128991
146500
179085
205500
141608
147454

162350
184878
161380
148776
171258
218880
171163
167195

76637
3012
2396
25167
26859
2392
18897
16646

238987
187890
163776
173943
198117
221272
190060
183841

Current
Capital
Total
Expenditure Expenditure Expenditures

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

214424
183915
166100
231000
330000
504540
604470
562186
983369
434420
670265
1034360

43641
44244
46900
62000
62291
59795
69212
80614
117624
75385
71351
83432

258065
228159
213000
293000
392291
564335
673682
642800
1100993
509805
741616
1117792

216958
223508
203500
223530
247649
284173
322411
347199
388839
416594
455043
550500

18364
34632
3000
33470
37551
62301
70911
119049
131230
179840
198842
276200

235322
258140
206500
257000
285200
346474
393322
466248
520069
596434
653885
826700

